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Report to the Minister 
This report, on the public consultation process and representations made under sections 44 and 46 of the Living 

Marine Resources Management Act 1995 (the Act) contributing to the drafting of the new Rock Lobster Fishery 

Management Plan (the Fisheries (Rock Lobster) Rules 2022) has been prepared by the Department of Natural 

Resources and Environment Tasmania (NRE Tas) in accordance with section 47 of the Act. 

Jason Jacobi 

Acting Secretary 

5 September 2022 
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Summary 
This document reports on the public consultation process and representations for the new Tasmanian Rock Lobster 

Fishery Management Plan, the draft Fisheries (Rock Lobster) Rules 2022 (Rock Lobster Rules, a.k.a. the Rules). 

An information paper explained proposed changes for the new Rock Lobster Fishery Management Plan and also 

included preliminary consultation on policy options for the management of the East Coast rock lobster fishery. 

Public consultation on these matters ran from 24 March to 30 May 2022. 

This report focuses on the new Rock Lobster Rules, and makes recommendations for your decisions on the new 

Rock Lobster Rules. The new Rules, once approved, will come into force on 1 November 2022.  

Responses to preliminary consultation on East Coast policy proposals are not dealt with in this report. Analysis of 

these matters will be circulated and discussed separately, as part of developing a Rock Lobster Harvest Strategy in 

2022/23. This will include developing a Rock Lobster Harvest Strategy consultation document with options for public 

consultation in 2023. 

Introduction 
Tasmania’s marine fisheries are managed under the Living Marine Resources Management Act 1995 (the Act).  The Act 

allows for management plans to be made for fisheries and requires that they are reviewed periodically.  As the 

current management plan for the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery is due to expire on 31 October 2022, a new 

management plan has been developed, namely the Fisheries (Rock Lobster) Rules 2022. 

The Act specifies a number of steps to be followed when creating a new management plan.  Once the Minister 

approves that a management plan is to be prepared, the Secretary, after consultation, prepares a draft management 

plan. The Secretary must forward to the Minister a report containing a summary of the consultation process and 

each representation received, including any amendments made to the draft management plan as a result of these 

representations.  Finally, the Secretary must make a recommendation as to whether the management plan should be 

approved.   

The amendments proposed as part of this Rock Lobster Fishery Management Plan relate to the management of both 

the commercial and non-commercial parts of the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishery.  The main amendments include: 

• For all fishers:

o Introducing regional size limit zones that better reflect rock lobster growth rates and maturity sizes.

• For the recreational fishery:

o Group sharing of catch from pots;

o Future reporting of recreational catch;

o Zone transiting provisions;

o Phone and electronic reporting of lost or irretrievable pots; and

o Allowing recreational lobsters to be held on unattended vessels.

• For the commercial fishery:

o Mandatory vessel monitoring systems (VMS);

o Changes to transiting and reporting provisions;

o Changes to personal possession provisions; and

o Changes to some quota monitoring arrangements.
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The amendments apply to the commercial and non-commercial fishery, unless otherwise stated.  The words 

recreational fishing or recreational fishery are used for the purposes of this paper and encapsulate the non-commercial 

fishery, which includes recreational fishers, and Aboriginal Tasmanians engaging in an Aboriginal activity. 

Consultation overview 
The draft proposed Rock Lobster Fisheries Management Plan and a review information paper were released for 

public consultation from 24 March to 30 May 2022 on the NRE Tas website, fulfilling the 60-day statutory 

consultation requirement under the Act.  

Recreational and commercial fishing license holders and active supervisors were emailed directly informing them of 

the proposed changes and directing them to the documents and informative animations on the NRE Tas website. 

On-line submission forms were developed and used to gather responses, providing a relatively quick and easily 

accessible response process for key issues.  

NRE Tas also held a series of port meetings and recreational meetings during the consultation period. Recreational 

fishery consultative meetings were held at Smithton, Strahan, Burnie, Devonport, Launceston, St Helens, Bicheno, 

Orford, Tasman Peninsula, and Hobart. Commercial fishery consultative meetings were held at Hobart, Dover, 

Tasman Peninsula, St Helens, Triabunna, Launceston, Stanley, King Island, and Strahan. 

Eighty-five recreational and community submissions were received, and 103 commercial submissions were received, 

plus responses from three peak bodies (the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fisherman’s Association (TRLFA), the 

Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council (TSIC), and the Tasmanian Association for Recreational Fishing (TARFish)). 

Most submissions were generally supportive of the proposed measures. Although additional invitations were sent to 

Aboriginal Organisations offering briefings and extensions of deadlines for input, no submissions were received from 

these organisations or from Aboriginal communities.  

A report on representations received, including more detail of consultation measures (such as media outreach) is set 

out in Appendix One. Submissions from the TRLFA, TSIC, and TARFish are set out in Appendix Two.  

Table 1 summarises the changes proposed as part of the new Rock Lobster Fishery Management Plan 2022, 

separated by the degree of impact they are expected to have compared to current operations and the level of 

stakeholder agreement or disagreement at a high level. Most changes were generally agreed to and are expected to 

have a low to medium impact on day-to-day fishing operations. 

Table 1: Summary of the predicted relative impact of amendments proposed for the Rock Lobster Fishery Management Plan 

2022 compared to current procedure, and general level of stakeholder acceptance based on feedback received during 

consultation. (continued over the page) 

Minor and technical amendments 

General agreement with proposed change Mixed views on or disagreement with proposed change 

Commercial: 

✓ Marking commercial fish cauf buoys

✓ Loading tank report required

✓ Ports of landing and possession

✓ Authorising an alternative pot design

Commercial: 

 Removing giant crab bycatch provisions 
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Moderate amendments 

General agreement with proposed change Mixed views on or disagreement with proposed change 

Commercial: 

✓ Definition of commercial transiting

✓ Direct sale lobster weight and coloured regional tags

✓ TACC carry-over under exceptional circumstances

✓ Flexibility to return lobsters to the sea under

exceptional circumstances

Recreational: 

✓ Tail marking

✓ Sharing rock lobster when fishing in a group

✓ Lost or irretrievable gear reporting service

Commercial: 

 Processors to separate and mark catches by 

size limit zone* 

 Restrictions on setting pots at night 

 Changes to personal possession provisions 

 Exclusion of supervisors from the 200 quota unit 

threshold* 

Recreational: 

 Holding rock lobster on an unattended recreational 

vessel 

 Discontinuing the special recreational rock lobster 

licence 

Significant amendments 

General agreement with proposed change Mixed views on or disagreement with proposed change 

Both Commercial and Recreational: 

✓ New size limit zones and proposed size limits

✓ Vessel monitoring system (VMS)

✓ Recreational catch reporting

Recreational: 

✓ Transiting reports

Commercial: 

 Extending the 60 pots area* 

 Boundaries and size limits for the Eastern size 

limit zone* 

Recreational: 

 Presumption of take and possession 

*: Amended post consultation (see Table 2) 

Table 2 below shows the matters that were amended post consultation as a result of feedback received during 

consultation. 
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Table 2: Amendments made to the new proposed Rock Lobster Fishery Management Plan 2022 based on feedback received 

during consultation. 

Original proposed 

rule 
Amendment made Rationale for change 

Size limit zones 

(and other rules 
that support the 

size limit zones) 

Two size limit zones: 

Northern Zone:  
Henty River north and eastward to Cape 

Pillar 
Females 120 mm, males 110 mm 

Southern Zone:  
Cape Pillar south and westward to the 

Henty River 
Females 105 mm, males 110 mm 

• Protect egg production to a greater degree to
improve stock resilience and maintain (or

slightly improve) rebuild trajectory.

• Similar decrease in catch rates (by decreasing
male size limits and increasing female size

limits).

• Allow the commercial sector additional

flexibility in market access.

• Greater simplicity (only two zones).

Extending the 60 

pots zone 

Retain the current 60 pot zone settings. Feedback through the consultation process 

indicated varying views on the potential socio-
economic and biological impact of the proposed 

rule change. 

Recreational 

transiting through 
closed areas with 

rock lobster pots on 
board 

Fishers may possess rock lobster on 

closed waters while transiting, provided 
fishers make a transit report and directly 

transit to a nominated and designated 
landing area within the D’Entrecasteaux 

Channel and Derwent. 

Added post consultation to reduce compliance 

risks and increase flexibility for recreational fishers. 

Definition of 

commercial 
transiting 

Requirement to transit with unbaited pots 

removed. 

Given that VMS will provide the capacity to track a 

vessel’s position and speed, it seems reasonable to 
allow fishers to transit with baited pots to allow 

baiting in relatively sheltered waters where 
required to improve crew safety. 

Processors to 
separate catches by 

size limit zone 

Additional technical requirements to 
make the rules easier to follow, including 

that marking requirements do not apply if 
the person receives and transports rock 

lobster from only one fisher. 

To improve workability for processors. 

Exclusion of 

supervisors from 
the 200 quota unit 

exemption 

General exemption removed; exception 

to be made by the Secretary on a case-by-
case basis only. 

Loophole identified with significant potential risk to 

the integrity of the quota system. On balance, a 
case-by-case exemption will better serve the intent 

of the rule (which affects a small number of 
supervisors). 

N/A Rule added to let fish caufs be moved to 
an unloading point to land lobster. 

Added post consultation to allow current fishing 
practice to continue. Considered low risk. 
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Size Limit Zones 
Proposal consulted on Rules created: 15, 16, 17   Rule amended: 3 

Around Tasmania, rock lobster growth rates and size at maturity vary considerably depending on a broad range of 

local environmental and ecosystem factors. There is a general trend of increasing growth rates in warmer, more 

northern waters as illustrated in Figure 1A.    

Introducing minimum size limits that better align with rock lobster growth rates and size at maturity was 

proposed to improve stock levels and spawning opportunities, to protect the future sustainability of the fishery.  

These size limits will also help protect against unpredictable larval recruitment and the impacts of climate change.  

Three separate size limit zones were proposed (Figure 1B) which generally align with rock lobster growth rates in 

those regions. Aligning size limits with regional lobster growth rates and size at maturity will: 

• Underpin stock rebuilding and long-term stock resilience for the entire fishery by protecting lobsters until they

reach sexual maturity;

• Increase the yield per lobster and the overall productivity of the fishery, both State-wide and regionally;

• Reduce the risk of the biomass falling to low levels in all regions and increase spawning opportunities; and

• Increase catch rates in the longer term by leaving more size limit-protected lobsters in the water to boost

overall numbers from each age group.

Figure 1A: State-wide variations in rock lobster growth 

rates 

Figure 1B: Regional size limit zones for the Tasmanian rock 

lobster fishery proposed in consultation 

Northern Zone 
The North West female size limit of 120mm is extended to the North East.  Male size limit 
increases from 110mm to 115mm for the entire northern zone. 

Eastern Zone Minimum size increases to 115mm for males and females, from 110mm and 105mm respectively. 

Southern Zone 
No changes to size limits.  Existing size limits of 105mm for females and 110mm for males is 
maintained. 

IMAS modelling shows the proposed regional size limits will increase State-wide biomass over the longer term.  

Initially, fishers may experience a short-term reduction in catch rates in the Eastern and Northern zones, as it will 

take time for newly protected lobsters (those between the current and new regional minimum legal-size limits) to 

grow through. 
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The locations of the proposed size limit zone boundaries are based on: 

• Aligning zones with regional growth rates and size of maturity;

• Having the same size limits for recreational and commercial fishers;

• Avoiding setting boundaries through reef areas and using geographical features where feasible;

• Minimising the number of fishing trips that cross boundaries; and

• Allowing Marine Police to enforce boundaries effectively.

Intent: To better align minimum size limits with rock lobster growth rates and size at maturity. 

Outcome of public consultation 

Northern Zone 

The majority of commercial and non-commercial submissions supported increasing the female size limit to 120 mm 

and increasing the male size limit to 115 mm. Parts of the commercial sector (processors and some fishers) 

preferred to maintain the current smaller male size to allow continued market access, ensure fishing pressure was 

not shifted to females, and to reduce the predicted reduction to catch rates. 

Almost half of commercial submissions did not support the proposed boundaries, and considered that the boundary 

should be at St Helens Point for operational and safety reasons. The majority of non-commercial submissions 

supported the proposed boundaries. Several respondents stated that they did not support different size limit zones 

and preferred a standardised size limit, as it is easier to understand. 

TARFish supported the options as consulted on. The TRLFA and TSIC both supported increasing the female size in 

the Northern Zone to 120 mm. The TRLFA supported retaining the male size limit at 110 mm, and both the TRLFA 

and TSIC acknowledged the benefits to processors and fishers of retaining the male size limit at 110 mm. The TRLFA 

supported the proposed Northern Zone boundaries. 

Eastern Zone 

The majority of commercial and non-commercial submissions supported increasing the female and male size limits to 

115 mm. The majority of commercial and non-commercial submissions supported the proposed boundaries for the 

Eastern Zone (Red Rocks to Cape Pillar). 

The boundaries of the Eastern Zone were generally accepted by the commercial submissions, but there was some 

disagreement, particularly regarding the Northern/Eastern boundary at Red Rocks (as above). There were some 

suggestions that the Eastern/Southern boundary at Cape Pillar was unsuitable.  

TARFish supported the options as consulted on, noting that it was interested in seeing biological modelling on the 

impact to the stock of extending the female size limit of 120 mm down the East Coast. The TRLFA and TSIC 

supported increasing the female size limit to 120 mm in the Eastern Zone, and acknowledged the benefits to 

processors and fishers of retaining the male size limit at 110 mm. The TRLFA supported increasing the male size 

limit to 115 mm in the Eastern Zone and supported the proposed Eastern Zone boundaries.  

TARFish also indicated concern that the proposed size limit increases were inequitable and had more impact on the 

recreational sector and suggested that the commercial catch cap needs to be reduced, or the recreational season 

needs to be increased. 

Southern Zone 

The majority of commercial and non-commercial submissions supported retaining the female size limit of 105 mm 

and the male size limit of 110 mm in the Southern Zone.  

The majority of commercial submissions and almost half of non-commercial submissions supported the proposed 

Southern Zone boundaries (Dunalley Bridge to the Henty River). The remainder of non-commercial submissions 

were divided, with most neutral or unsure about the proposed boundaries.  
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TARFish supported the options as consulted on, noting that there were suggestions for increased size limits for the 

southern area. The TRLFA and TSIC did not specifically comment on the Southern Zone size limit proposal, but 

noted that some fishers supported raising the female size limit to 110 mm in the Southern Zone. The TRLFA 

supported the proposed Southern Zone boundaries. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported aligning the size limits with growth rates and sexual maturity, but were unable to come to a 

consensus recommendation on the size limit zones for the Eastern Zone.  

The CFAC supported a female size limit of 120 mm and a male size limit of 110 mm in the Northern Zone. 

For the Eastern Zone, the CFAC supported a female size limit of 120 mm, and two different options for the male 

size limit and the Northern/Eastern boundary: 

• Male size limit of 110 mm: As the Eastern Zone is the same as the Northern Zone, there is no need for a size

limit zone boundary at Red Rocks, and the St Helens Point commercial operational boundary (for the East

Coast Catch Cap) can continue to apply.

• Male size limit of 115 mm: Northern/Eastern boundary at Red Rocks. While this will disadvantage commercial

fishers from an operational perspective, it will ensure the Bay of Fires area (a popular recreational fishing area)

is captured in the larger size limit, with expected benefits for the rebuild of the East Coast Stock Rebuilding

Zone.

The CFAC supported the Southern Zone size limit zone boundaries and retaining the female and male size limits. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported aligning the size limits with growth rates and sexual maturity 

The RecFAC supported the proposals to increase the female size limit to 120 mm in the Northern Zone and to 

increase both females and males to 115 mm in the Eastern Zone.  

The RecFAC acknowledged and considered various scenarios raised in consultation. The RecFAC acknowledged 

extending the 120 mm size limit for females into the Eastern Zone would be simpler and benefit egg production, 

however the RecFAC did not support the alternative at the meeting, due to the impact on recreational catch rates 

without substantial biomass benefits.  

Not all scenarios were modelled for the RecFAC meeting, and RecFAC requested these to be published in the final 

report to support the final advice.  Since that meeting IMAS has provided more information on the scenarios, 

notably 120 mm female/110 mm in the Northern and Eastern Zones (see Appendix Three). 

The RecFAC indicated particular concern for the northwest area with the 110 mm male scenario as rebuilding is 

needed in this area, which does not have a commercial catch cap.    

The RecFAC supported the Southern Zone size limit zone boundaries and retaining the female and male size limits. 

The RecFAC acknowledged the relative simplicity of a two zone proposal (e.g., if the Northern and Eastern Zone 

size limits were standardised as was suggested in some submissions) but considered that size limits should match 

growth rates, and supported the original three-zone proposal as consulted on.  

Discussion 

Three size limit zone proposed 

There was general support for the need to align size limits with growth rates and sexual maturity of lobsters around 

the State, with a strong majority support from both commercial and non-commercial fishers and all three peak 

bodies. At a broad level, there was support for the options proposed, though there were differing views on the size 

limits and boundaries appropriate for the East Coast. 
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There was general agreement with extending the larger 120 mm size limit for females to the whole Northern area of 

the State, and general support for increasing the male size limit to 115 mm (noting potential impacts for commercial 

market access and some support for retaining a smaller male size). Many commercial fishers who submitted did not 

support moving the Northern/Eastern boundary to Red Rocks, preferring St Helens Point for operational reasons. 

The remainder of submissions generally supported the proposed Northern Zone boundaries (Henty River to Red 

Rocks). 

There was general support for the size limits and boundaries for the Eastern Zone. Some feedback was received 

from submissions that a larger size limit is needed for females on the East Coast to further protect the stock and 

assist the rebuild, and some commercial responses suggested that maintaining the current 110 mm male size is 

needed to enable continued market access. TSIC supported increasing the female size limit in the Northern and 

Eastern Zones to 120 mm. TSIC also noted that the Tasmanian Rock Lobster Processors Association did not 

support the increase in size limit for males, as proposed in the Northern and Eastern Zones, as this will remove 

access to B grade fish, which are vital for key export markets and sustaining high beach prices. The RecFAC 

indicated particular concern for retaining the male size at 110 mm in the northwest area as rebuilding is needed in 

this area, which does not have a commercial catch cap.    

TARFish expressed concerns arguing that the recreational sector is impacted disproportionately by changes to size 

limits. NRE Tas has been clear that the increased size limits will affect catch rates for both recreational and 

commercial catch. IMAS have indicated that the size limit changes in the Eastern Area would impact catch rates by 

25 to 50% for up to two years. TARFish have requested that the recreational season on the East Coast is opened a 

month earlier to compensate the recreational sector and that the commercial catch is reduced. NRE Tas considers 

that it would be inappropriate to relax any management levers at this stage given the stock vulnerability on the East 

Coast. NRE Tas notes that recreational and commercial fishers could increase their fishing effort (days fished) to 

make up for the reduced catch rate.   

As stocks rebuild, catch rates are improving, leading to more catch success for both recreational and commercial 

fishers. Commercial catch is explicitly controlled by closing the fishery when the pre-determined total commercial 

catch level is reached. In contrast, the recreational fishery relies on broad management tools that are periodically 

adjusted to keep catch to within notional levels.1 The recreational fishery has exceeded the notional level in two of 

the last five years. Increasing size limits will assist keeping lobsters in the water for overall stock rebuilding and assist 

to contain the growth of the recreational catch. 

There was general support for the size limits and boundaries for the Southern Zone. Feedback was received from 

some commercial fishers that the female size limit should be raised to 110 mm in the Southern Zone, as females of 

smaller size are poorer quality and have reduced survivability. However, when this proposal was discussed at 

commercial port meetings, it was not supported by the majority of fishers and processors. NRE Tas notes that 

fishers who wish to land larger females for market purposes can currently choose to do so under the proposed 

rules, and that a 110 mm female size limit would over-protect females, particularly the slow growing southwestern 

stock. Consequently, NRE Tas does not consider there to be sufficient rationale to change the female size limit in 

the Southern Zone at this time. 

While commercial submissions suggested a number of alternative boundary lines (Northern/Eastern boundary at St 

Helens Point, Eastern/Southern boundary at, and Southern/Northern boundary at Sandy Cape or Cape Sorrell), 

NRE Tas notes that the proposed boundaries have been developed after extensive discussion with Marine Police, 

Compliance, and recreational and commercial sector representatives. The proposed boundaries reflect a 

compromise between a number of sectors’ operational needs and ease of compliance and enforcement. NRE Tas 

does not support changing the proposed boundaries of the three proposed size limit zones. 

Consideration of other size limit zone scenarios 

IMAS reports on the proposed size limits accompanied the information paper. Based on feedback received during 

consultation, additional modelling on these and additional size limit scenarios was conducted and is presented in 

1 The level of the notional recreational catch share is a policy issue that is being reviewed. 
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Appendix Three. This modelling shows the predicted impact of changing the size limits for male and female lobsters 

on: 

• Biomass and percentage egg production;

• The predicted biomass trajectory for the stock in the East Coast (under a rebuild plan) and North West (of

management concern given low levels of biomass and egg production); and

• Catch rates for commercial and recreational fishers.

The options modelled in addition to the proposed size limit zones were: 

• 120 mm females in the Eastern Zone;

• 115 mm males in the Eastern and Northern Zone; and

• 110 mm males in the Eastern and Northern Zone.

In summary, increasing the female size limit increased spawning biomass and had a small positive impact on the 

rebuild of the stock. Decreasing the male size limit to 110 mm had little to no biological impact on the stock, as the 

predicted rate of rebuild was very similar, but led to a lesser decrease in catch rates, as this compensated for the 

increase in female size. 

Two size limit zone option developed post consultation 

NRE Tas developed a modified two-zone size limit zone proposal (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Modified two size limit zone proposal for rock lobster developed post-consultation. 

The benefits of the two-zone model with revised size limits compared to the original three-zone proposal include: 

• Increased egg production: Protecting female lobsters to a larger size on the East Coast is predicted to lead

to increased egg production. This would include any lobsters translocated to the area. Rock lobster have a

long larval stage where they float in ocean currents for 12-18 months and can potentially disperse large

distances. While there is not a strong source/sink relationship for rock lobster (where larvae come from
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varies greatly depending on environmental conditions and ocean currents), increasing egg production on the 

East Coast is still expected to lead to an increase in recruitment in that area, even if only to a relatively minor 

degree, which is expected to assist the rebuild of the stock.  

• Maintains rebuild: The projected biomass trajectories for the East Coast and the North West Coast were

both essentially unchanged in the medium term, supporting continued biomass rebuild but providing no

additional benefit.

• Similar impact on catch rates: Decreasing the male size limit appears to counteract increasing the female

size limit, and has similar impacts on catch rates as the three-zone model consulted on. IMAS estimates

approximately a 25% decrease in catch rates, with slightly greater impact for the recreational sector,

potentially up to a 34% decrease in recreational catch rates. In recent years the commercial fishery has mainly

operated in winter when the female fishery is shut, and will therefore be less impacted by increasing the

female size. NRE Tas acknowledges this, but considers that a short term impact in recreational catch on the

East Coast is acceptable as it has exceeded the annual notional catch on several recent occasions. The

commercial catch can be explicitly controlled by measures such as commercial catch caps. NRE Tas also notes

that in the medium to long term, catch rates are expected to improve as the stocks grow through and

become available to the fishery.

• Additional flexibility in market access: Continued access to smaller males will allow processors to

continue to access the international market for B grade males, and will enable fishers to continue to fish and

benefit from higher beach prices. This is particularly important for the industry and associated businesses and

communities given current market uncertainty and increasing fuel prices etc.

• Greater simplicity: Two zones means one less zone and boundary line, which is simpler for fishers to

understand and for Marine Police to enforce. This two-zone model removes the requirement for a size limit

boundary at Red Rocks, which removes the tensions within the commercial sector regarding that boundary

and the corresponding operational constraints. A boundary in this area (St Helens Point) is still used for the

season opening and closing, and is accepted by the commercial sector. The two-zone model also retains a

standardised male size around the State.

NRE Tas Recommendation 

On balance, NRE Tas recommends that two size limit zones are implemented, as set out in Figure 2: 

• a Northern Zone from the Henty River (a westwards line at 42°00’ S) northeast to Cape Pillar (an

eastwards line at 43°13’18’’ S2) with size limits of 120 mm for females and 110 mm for males; and

• a Southern Zone from Cape Pillar (an eastwards line at 43°13’18’’ S2) southwest to the Henty River (a

westwards line at 42°00’ S) with size limits of 105 mm for females and 110 mm for males.

NRE Tas notes that suitability of the size limits will continue to be assessed in future, and size limits could potentially 

be increased in future via a change to the Rules, if needed for the sustainability of the stock. 

NRE Tas notes that the primary aim for adopting new size limits is to contribute to addressing poor stock status and 

rebuild a more sustainable stock in all areas.  Other management actions will need to continue, including controlling 

the total catch taken from these areas. Some management measures can be considered and adopted under the 

current management framework, and others can be considered and adopted through the policy considerations when 

developing the Rock Lobster Harvest Strategy, which will occur in 2022/23. 

2 The co-ordinates of the Cape Pillar line were incorrectly given in the draft Rock Lobster Rules as 43 15’ S. NRE Tas notes the 

correct co-ordinates, as given in the consultation document and set out here and in the final Rock Lobster Rules, are 

43°13’18’’ S. 
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Recreational measures to support the 

proposed size limit zones 

Tail marking of recreational rock lobster 

Proposal consulted on Rules amended: 34, 36 

Recreational rock lobster fishers will need to mark their catch by tail fan clipping or hole punching the respective 

tail fan segment to show the zone where it was caught. The timing and process is similar to current requirements 

except for the position of the marking (Figure 3).  

Markings will be made by cutting a quarter of the tail fan off or punching a 10 mm hole in it within five minutes of 

landing or being brought onto a vessel. This must be done before a vessel moves 250 metres or is under power.  

Figure 3: Proposed tail fan marking for each size limit zone for the recreational fishery. 

Intent: To support regional size limits zones and accommodate proposed group rock lobster pot fishing. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported requiring recreational fishers to mark lobsters they retain by tail 

marking according to the size limit zone the lobster was caught in. Just over half of non-commercial submissions 

supported the measure. TARFish was generally supportive of the proposed tail marking requirements. The TRLFA 

was neutral as it supports reasonable labelling and identification protocols, but has concerns about animal welfare if 

tail marking is done improperly. 
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CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported requiring recreational fishers to mark lobsters they retain by tail clipping according to the size 

limit zone the lobster was caught in. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported requiring recreational fishers to mark lobsters they retain by tail clipping according to the 

size limit zone the lobster was caught in. 

Discussion 

TARFish notes the potential for recreational fishers to tail mark just undersize fish and returning them to the water 

with a view that it prevents commercial fishers from taking the fish later in the season as they grow through. 

However, TARFish considers this to be unlikely and certainly not widespread, and that it would only last until a fish 

moulted later in the year. 

The CFAC noted concerns associated with excessive tail clipping, such as mortality or risk of infections such as tail 

fan necrosis.  

NRE Tas considers that the compliance and enforcement benefits of specified tail marking for size management 

zones outweigh increasing complexity for fishers and the potential risks. NRE Tas is not aware of information 

demonstrating harm to lobsters through tail marking. There are minimum risks regarding infections as tail marking is 

only required for lobsters that are retained and it is illegal to return marked lobsters to the sea.    

NRE Tas will explain the tail marking requirements through their fisheries awareness activities. NRE Tas notes 

proper education on how to correctly tail clip can address some concerns regarding potential harm to the lobsters 

(most of which are being retained to be killed and eaten). 

Two-zone size limit zone option developed post consultation 

To reflect the two-zone size limit zone option put forward by NRE Tas, the following amended tail marking 

requirements are proposed (Figure 4). These amended requirements retain the two most dissimilar marking 

protocols, to reduce confusion. 
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Figure 4: Amended two-zone proposed tail fan marking for the recreational fishery. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas implementing the draft rule which requires recreational fishers to mark lobsters they retain by tail marking 

according to the size limit zone the lobster was caught, in line with amended size limit zones as proposed in Figure 4 

to reflect the updated two-zone size limit zone proposal in this report. 

Recreational transiting between size limit zones 

Proposal consulted on Rules created: 5, 106  Rules amended: 37, 104 

Allow fishers to transit zones with lobsters that were caught and marked in other zones with a zone transiting 

report. Zone transiting reports are required at least one hour before transiting zone boundaries with rock lobster 

aboard.  Fishers must comply with the size and catch limits of the zone they enter.  Cancellation reports and 

emergency provisions allow for changes of circumstances.  

Intent: To allow recreational fishers to transit through a size limit zone with lobsters caught in another size limit 

zone. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported allowing recreational fishers to transit zones with lobsters that 

were caught and marked in other zones with a zone transiting report zone. Almost half of non-commercial 

submissions supported the measure, with the remainder of submissions equally split between opposing the measure 

and being neutral/unsure. TARFish was generally supportive of the zone transiting provisions, but suggested the 

development of a ‘pre-transit report’ rather than requiring a report at least one hour before transiting, to assist 
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fishers who are likely to know they will be transiting ahead of time. The TRLFA considered that policing and 

enforcement was important to ensure effective compliance from the recreational sector. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported allowing recreational fishers to transit zones with lobsters that were caught and marked in 

other zones with a zone transiting report, as described above. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported allowing recreational fishers to transit zones with lobsters that were caught and marked in 

other zones with a zone transiting report, as described above.  

Discussion 

Telephone and electronic reporting services allow Marine Police to be notified of fishing activities so they can target 

compliance checks. It also provides flexibility for fishers, such as allowing transiting through fishing zones and regions. 

Without reports, recreational fishers would be restricted to fishing and returning within a single zone. 

Such recreational transiting has not been allowed in Tasmania in the past due to the compliance risks associated with 

the large number of fishing trips each year. This has changed due to the decreasing cost of reporting technologies.    

The general themes from submissions in support of the proposed change to recreational transiting included that it 

allowed access to safer boat ramps across boundaries, it was sensible, and that education and compliance are needed 

to ensure fishers are transiting fish that are legal in both zones. Submissions that did not support the measure 

generally thought they were complex and difficult to enforce and supported aligning size limit zones to make such 

transiting provisions unnecessary. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which allows recreational fishers to transit zones with lobsters 

that were caught and marked in other zones with a zone transiting report, as described above. 

Recreational transiting through closed waters 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 107  Rule amended: 104 

Allow recreational fishers to transit closed waters with rock lobster pots on board.  Fishers can directly transit 

through the closed East Coast Stock Rebuilding Zone to open season waters outside that closed zone. Fishers will 

still not be allowed to possess rock lobster on closed waters.   

The published notice for the closed season will specify any conditions associated with transiting. This may include 

only having pots on board that are not readily able to be set, such as baited pots and temporarily covered 

entrances. 

Intent: To allow recreational fishers more flexibility when transiting with pots on board, particularly through the East 

Coast Stock Rebuilding Zone. 

Outcome of public consultation 

A strong majority of both commercial and non-commercial submissions supported allowing recreational transiting 

through closed waters with pots with a gear transiting report. TARFish was generally supportive of the zone 

transiting provisions, but noted the gear transiting provision is non-sensical, as allowing gear to be transported 

through a closed zone for the purpose of fishing but not then permitting transiting on the return journey is not a 
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realistic solution. The TRLFA considered that policing and enforcement was important to ensure effective 

compliance from the recreational sector. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported allowing recreational transiting through closed waters with pots with a gear transiting report. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported allowing recreational transiting through closed waters with pots with a gear transiting 

report. They also supported extending this to allow transit with rock lobster on board provided they make a transit 

report and directly transit through the D’Entrecasteaux Channel to a nominated and designated landing area. 

Discussion 

Telephone and electronic reporting services allow Marine Police to be notified of fishing activities so they can target 

compliance checks. It also provides flexibility for fishers, such as allowing transiting through fishing zones and regions. 

Without reports, recreational fishers would be restricted to fishing and returning within a single zone. 

Such recreational transiting has not been allowed in Tasmania in the past due to the compliance risks associated with 

the large number of fishing trips each year. This has changed due to the decreasing cost of reporting technologies.    

The RecFAC noted the ability to transit with fish through a closed area (provided it is directly to a nominated 

landing point with the intention to unload) as allowed by the proposed rule change will be of great benefit for 

recreational fishers. NRE Tas has worked with the Marine Police to accommodate this, incorporating requirement in 

an amended rule to reduce compliance risks. At this stage this increased flexibility is for fishers directly transiting 

through the D’Entrecasteaux Channel to Hobart.  Other areas are not listed as it would require additional 

compliance resources. 

Submissions noted the new rule would support fishers from Dover, making transiting easier and potentially relieving 

pressure at Southport. There was general support for the measure, noting reporting was key and would become 

easier in the future with the development of the recreational catch reporting app. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends amending the proposed recreational transiting rules to also allow direct transiting with rock 

lobster on board (as well as rock lobster pots) through the D’Entrecasteaux Channel to a nominated and designated 

landing area. The draft rules have additional requirements to reduce the compliance risks associated with this 

increased flexibility. 

Commercial measures to support the 

proposed size limit zones 

Vessel monitoring system (VMS) 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 45 

Rock lobster can only be taken commercially if the vessel is fitted with a vessel monitoring system (VMS), or the 

rock lobster licence has been endorsed to operate in the rock lobster fishery without a VMS.  
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Intent: To provide for modernised, satellite-based monitoring of the commercial rock lobster fleet, increasing 

compliance, supporting enforcement, and improving management of the fishery.  

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions and a strong majority of non-commercial submissions supported requiring 

commercial rock lobster vessels to have a vessel monitoring system (VMS). The TRLFA supports the introduction of 

VMS. TSIC noted the benefits of VMS for compliance and enforcement. TARFish welcomed the introduction of VMS 

on all commercial rock lobster vessels. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the requirement for commercial rock lobster vessels to be fitted with a VMS. Some members 

were concerned that the rollout of VMS will not be completed before commencement of the proposed rule change. 

There were concerns from one commercial member that VMS units will potentially drain vessel batteries if required 

to be operating at all times as proposed. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported requiring commercial rock lobster vessels to have a VMS, noting its previous support for the 

measure. 

Discussion 

The State Government has funded NRE Tas to enable the rollout of VMS for the commercial rock lobster fleet. This 

funding has been allocated to contract the purchase and installation of the CLS Triton Advanced VMS unit for 165 

vessels.  

Under the proposal, supervisors of a commercial rock lobster vessel will be required to fit the approved VMS and 

ensure it is operating at all times within the meaning of the Fisheries Rules 2019. The Fisheries Rules 2019 require the 

VMS to be operating at all times, including when a vessel is in port.  

These ‘high end’ VMS units are intended to integrate with future electronic logbooks or reporting apps developed by 

NRE Tas to improve operational efficiency and reduce reporting costs. 

Introducing VMS to the commercial fleet will substantially improve the ability for NRE Tas to monitor fishing activity 

and improve efficiency for planning enforcement operations.   

Extensive industry consultation has occurred with the TRLFA and its members. The rollout of VMS installation has 

begun and is planned to be completed by 1 November 2022.  

To support the implementation of this requirement, a new rock lobster rule is proposed prohibiting the taking of 

lobster commercially unless the vessel is fitted with an operating VMS. VMS is already being used successfully by the 

scallop, abalone (mother boat) and giant crab fishing fleets. As a contingency to the VMS rollout not being completed 

to schedule and to cover unforeseen or exceptional operational situations, the rule includes a provision for the 

Secretary to endorse fishing without VMS. 

Concerns from submissions related to ongoing operational costs and data ownership and privacy. There was general 

support for VMS, noting VMS has been implemented in most other Australian states. NRE Tas notes that satellite 

polling costs will also be funded by State and Commonwealth Governments for approximately two years. NRE Tas 

also notes that the management of VMS data is subject to a National VMS data agreement with the Australian 

Fisheries Management Authority, in addition to being subject to Commonwealth and State privacy legislation. The 

data collected from VMS devices will be viewable by authorised NRE Tas Marine Resources monitoring staff and 

Fisheries Officers including Tasmanian Police. It is intended that the data will be used for regulatory and management 

purposes by NRE Tas’ Fisheries Management and Enforcement Sections. Data identifying individual fishing activity will 

not be made publicly available other than being used for prosecution purposes. 
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Some suggestions were made regarding when the unit should be required to be switched on, and concerns about 

battery drain were raised. NRE Tas notes that VMS units will be programmed to reduce satellite transmission and 

therefore power consumption whilst the vessel is located within a fishing port area. The Fisheries Rules 2019 

currently include provision for fishers to temporarily switch off a VMS unit under certain circumstances such as 

vessel maintenance or extended periods of nil fishing inactivity.  

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends the implementation of the proposed rule requiring commercial rock lobster vessels to be 

fitted with a VMS operating at all times. There are significant potential benefits to management, compliance, and 

enforcement from introducing VMS. These benefits strongly justify the implementation of VMS, which is already used 

in other Tasmanian fisheries (e.g., scallops) and in rock lobster fleets in other jurisdictions. Such measures are 

considered a central part of contemporary management frameworks. 

Commercial transit report until automated VMS tools 

are available 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 111 

As a provisional measure while waiting for automated VMS analytical tools to be operational, commercial fishers 

will be required to make a commercial transit report at least 30 minutes before leaving the fishing zone reported 

in the pre-fishing report, or changing part of the fishery report, in respect of the fishing trip. 

The options for making this report will include a mobile or satellite phone or app-based technology currently 

under development. 

Intent: To support the management of compliance risks associated with transiting. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported the proposed requirement for commercial transit reporting until 

VMS is operational, though submissions were split between supporting the proposed changes, not supporting the 

proposed changes, and being neutral/unsure. The TRLFA supported the proposed changes. TSIC noted the 

compliance and enforcement need for transit reporting, but did not specifically support the measure. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed requirement for commercial transit reporting until VMS is operational. 

Discussion 

TSIC noted that of its members who responded regarding the proposed changes, a small number did not support 

transit reporting, while the majority did not address transit reporting. 

Supporting the management of compliance risk associated with transiting while VMS analytical tools become fully 

operational is important to ensure the integrity of the spatial management of the commercial fishery. The TRLFA 

noted the need for VMS analytical tools to be developed with urgency. 

TSIC noted that once VMS is implemented within the fishery, it will be possible to automate when vessels approach 

a boundary through ‘VMS curtains’, meaning other reporting will not be required. NRE Tas understands that there is 

capacity to do this with the VMS units, and intends to explore this concept as part of the VMS rollout process. 
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NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas supports implementing the proposed requirement for commercial transit reporting until VMS is 

operational. 

Changes to definition of commercial transiting 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 111  Rule amended: 3 

Fishers can transit directly through other size limit zones, catch cap areas or closed areas on the way to or from 

port on a fishing trip, subject to the following requirements:  

• Travel to or from the nominated fishing zone in the pre-fishing report is by the most practical and direct

route;

• When not at anchor, the vessel is travelling at a speed of at least 3 knots; and

• No rock lobster pots are to contain bait on the vessel while it is in transit to the nominated fishing zone.

Intent: To address compliance risks associated with transiting size limit zones. 

Outcome of public consultation 

A slight majority of commercial submissions supported the proposed changes to the definition of commercial 

transiting, though these submissions were fairly equally split between supporting the proposed changes, not 

supporting the proposed changes, and being neutral/unsure. The TRLFA supported the proposed changes. TSIC 

noted the need for a clear and concise definition of commercial transiting, but did not specifically support the 

measure, and did not support the requirement to transit with unbaited pots. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed changes to the definition of commercial transiting but wanted further 

consideration given to whether the requirement to transit with unbaited pots could be removed. 

Discussion 

Commercial fishers are required to nominate the area of the fishery they will be fishing in their pre-fishing report. 

This includes: 

• the regional size limit zone; and

• inside or outside a catch cap area if relevant.

Fishers can only take fish from the area they have nominated in their pre-fishing report. They cannot take fish from 

another area until the trip is completed, and a new pre-fishing report nominating another area has been made. 

The revised definition of commercial transiting (as defined above) will address compliance risks associated with 

transiting size limit zones. These constraints will increase the detection of potentially non-compliant fishing 

behaviour by using VMS data analysis and at sea compliance operations. They are a critical component along with 

VMS and the new transit telephone report for enforcing regional size limits and closed areas. 

The draft rule includes provisions relating to the safety of the crew and vessel or aiding another vessel. The most 

‘practicable direct route’ will allow fishers to travel to the nominated fishing zone or area in an operationally sensible 

manner, for example, to shelter from poor weather. TSIC highlighted examples where vessels are required to travel 

less than 3-knots or to stop completely whilst in transit due to mechanical issues or other needs, and NRE Tas notes 

that it is intended that these scenarios are covered by the new rules. 
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TSIC noted in its submission that this requirement would pose a direct safety risk to the skipper and crew as it 

could stop the baiting of pots in calm or sheltered conditions while in transit to a nominated fishing zone and force 

the baiting of pots during dangerous sea conditions. At port meetings during consultation, there was also strong 

opposition from some commercial fishers to the requirement to travel with unbaited pots, for similar reasons. 

NRE Tas considers that given the ability to monitor a vessel’s path and speed with VMS, fishers should be able to 

transit with baited pots to allow them to bait in relatively sheltered conditions. NRE Tas notes the Marine Police 

requirement to report the number of pots on board a transiting vessel in the pre-transit report if baited pots are 

allowed onboard while a vessel is transiting. NRE Tas intends to add this requirement to future transit reports. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends that the proposed definition of commercial transiting be amended to allow transiting with 

baited pots – that the first two requirements be retained as above, but that the third requirement “no rock lobster 

pots are to contain bait on the vessel while it is in transit to the nominated fishing zone” be removed from the rules. 

NRE Tas notes its intention to require commercial fishers to report the number of baited pots on board in transit 

reports where relevant to assist compliance with this measure. 

Changing a previously nominated fishing area while at 

sea 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 110 

Fishers can change the area they have nominated in their pre-fishing report without having to return to port, 

provided that: 

• Changing part of fishery report is made within 48 hours of making their pre-fishing report;

• They have not commenced fishing, i.e., not set or hauled a pot; and

• There is no rock lobster on the vessel.

Intent: To allow fishers more flexibility to change the area they intend to fish in. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported creating the ability to change a previously nominated fishing 

areas while at sea. The TRLFA and TSIC supported the measure.  

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported creating the ability to change a previously nominated fishing areas while at sea. 

Discussion 

Commercial fishers are required to make a pre-fishing telephone report before they leave port to commence a 

fishing trip and nominate the size limit zone or catch cap area that they intend to fish.  If conditions change, such as 

the weather, there are provisions allowing this report to be cancelled.  Under the current rules, fishers must return 

to port to make a new pre-fishing report, which can have time and cost implications.  

To allow more flexibility, fishers will be able to make a change to part of fishery report whilst at sea. This will allow 

fishers to change the area they have nominated in their pre-fishing report without having to return to port, providing 

they meet the conditions set out above.  

The increased flexibility this measure provides was supported by TSIC, the TRLFA, and the majority of commercial 

submissions. 
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NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which creates the ability to change a previously nominated fishing 

areas while at sea, as defined above. 

Other recreational management changes 

Sharing rock lobster when fishing in a group 

Proposal consulted on Rules created: 31, 33  Rules amended: 30, 32 

The following changes are proposed to allow rock lobster to be shared between active rock lobster pot fishers 

who are on the same boat:   

• The lobster pot fisher’s excess catch can only be given to another rock lobster pot fisher who is on the same

boat and has a pot set, or who has retrieved a pot within 250 metres.

• Any retained lobster must immediately be tail marked before retrieving any other pots in the group.

• In accordance with tail marking rules, lobsters that are marked cannot be released, therefore fishers cannot

retain lobsters and then ‘high grade’ them (return them in exchange for larger lobsters) in another pot haul.

• After the lobsters are marked, each pot fisher must not possess more than the bag limit, and the boat

operator must ensure the total number of lobsters are within the boat limit.

Intent: To allow a rock lobster pot fisher who catches more than their individual bag limit to immediately gift their 

excess lobster to another active rock lobster pot fisher who is on the same boat.   

Outcome of public consultation 

A strong majority of non-commercial submissions and a majority of commercial submissions supported the 

proposed changes to allow rock lobster to be shared when fishing in a group. TARFish generally supported the 

proposed changes, the TRLFA supported the proposed changes, and TSIC did not comment. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed changes to allow rock lobster to be shared when fishing in a group. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported the proposed changes to allow rock lobster to be shared when fishing in a group. 

Discussion 

Reviewing the rules to accommodate group fishing is an action identified in the Tasmanian Recreational Sea Fishing 

Strategy.   

Submissions generally noted that catch sharing within a group of recreational fishers on the same boat is common 

sense, and reflects existing fishing practice and should be allowed for in the new rules. Some concerns were 

expressed regarding potential additional fishing pressure on the East Coast.  

TARFish support the proposed changes except for the 250 m requirement, suggesting that “within reasonable 

proximity” could be defined as either within line of sight, or within 1 kilometre. Marine Police considered that the 

250 m requirement must remain for the new rules to be effectively enforced. 
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NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule to allow rock lobster to be shared when fishing in a group. 

Holding rock lobster on an unattended vessel 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 43 

Recreational fishers who have caught rock lobster and wish to leave the area (going more than 100 metres away 

from the vessel) to enjoy other activities will be allowed to hold lobster on an unattended vessel, provided that: 

• The lobster are not left unattended for more than 24 hours.

• The lobster are held in a separate compartment or container (such as a bag) which is marked with the

fisher’s licence number or unique identifying code.

• The fisher is not using a cauf at the same time.

A fisher who has rock lobster on a vessel and remains within 100 metres of the vessel will not be required to do 

anything further. This allows diving or swimming from the vessel, or shore activities.   

Intent: To allow fishers who go more than 100m from their vessel to hold live rock lobster on that vessel. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of non-commercial submissions supported allowing live rock lobster to be held on an unattended 

vessel. The majority of commercial submissions opposed allowing live rock lobster to be held on an unattended 

vessel. TARFish supported the proposed change, the TRLFA was neutral/unsure, and TSIC did not comment. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported allowing live rock lobster to be held on an unattended vessel, with one member reserving 

their position and noting concerns that it could be exploited. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported allowing live rock lobster to be held on an unattended vessel. 

Discussion 

Attributing possession is a fundamental compliance principle and usually lobsters remain in the immediate vicinity of 

a person.  During fishing trips, recreational fishers don’t always stay close to their catch, sometimes leaving their 

boat for leisure activities such as camping or beach sports.  Rules allowing lobster caufs provide the capacity to hold 

live lobsters, however some fishers prefer to temporarily keep them on the vessel, including live in a wet well.   

Recreational submissions that supported the measure noted that it is a better option than a cauf for some fishers. 

Submissions that did not support the proposed change suggested it could create a potential compliance loophole, 

lead to increased pressure, and lead to increased mortality or welfare concerns for lobsters.  

The CFAC IMAS representative noted that any exploitation of the proposed measure represents a low risk to the 

stock, as the proportion of recreational fishers operating in that way is likely to be low. NRE Tas notes that the 

lobster will not be able to be left unattended for more than 24 hours, which is likely to minimise any mortality or 

welfare concerns. 

TARFish notes that although it is unlikely to impact many fishers, it does provide clarity and certainty to those that 

intend to leave their vessel. 
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TARFish suggested that fishers could be required to log the number of fish they intend to leave on the recreational 

rock lobster catch reporting app currently being developed. NRE Tas supports the concept and will investigate 

incorporating this report into the recreational catch reporting system.  

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule to allow live rock lobster to be held on an unattended vessel. 

Lost and irretrievable gear reporting service 

Proposal consulted on Rules amended: 25, 104, 105 

Recreational rock lobster fishers who are unable to retrieve a set pot within 48 hours of setting it can report this 

electronically through a dedicated reporting service, and receive automated conditional approval. They may then 

receive additional instructions or follow up (e.g., for lost and found pots) from a Fisheries Officer. 

Intent: To increase the ease and efficiency of reporting and approval for recreational fishers who are unable to 

retrieve a pot. 

Outcome of public consultation 

A strong majority of non-commercial submissions and a majority of commercial submissions supported creating the 

ability for lost and irretrievable gear to be reported electronically and conditional approval to be received 

electronically. TARFish supported the proposed change, the TRLFA was neutral/unsure, and TSIC did not comment. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported creating the ability for lost and irretrievable gear to be reported electronically and conditional 

approval to be received electronically. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported creating the ability for lost and irretrievable gear to be reported electronically and 

conditional approval to be received electronically. 

Discussion 

The current rules require fishers to receive approval from a Fisheries Officer if they are unable to retrieve a rock 

lobster pot within 48 hours of setting it. These reports are often phoned through to Fishwatch.   

The rule change will allow conditional approval to be automated through a dedicated reporting service.  Fishers will 

receive initial approval from the service, then may receive additional instructions and follow up (e.g. for lost and 

found pots) from a Fisheries Officer. 

The general theme of comments received from submissions that supported the proposed change was that it would 

be a safety improvement. Some submissions were concerned that it may encourage poor stewardship (fishers leaving 

pots if they can’t be bothered retrieving them) or increase depredation. NRE Tas notes that it will continue to work 

with fishers to encourage good stewardship. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule to create the ability for lost and irretrievable gear to be reported 

electronically and conditional approval to be received electronically. 
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Recreational catch reporting 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 108 

Recreational fishers can be required to report details of any rock lobster they take. 

Intent: To enable the future reporting of recreational catch (once the phone app reporting system is fully developed) 

to better inform management of rock lobster fisheries. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of non-commercial submissions, and a strong majority of commercial submissions, supported the ability 

to require recreational catch reporting. TARFish supported the use of mandatory catch reporting with two 

conditions – that it would only be required: a) for recreationally licensed fishers, and b) when a fishery is rated as 

unsustainable (i.e., under 40% virgin biomass). TSIC supported recreational catch reporting, and the TRLFA strongly 

supported the measure.  

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the ability to require recreational catch reporting. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported the ability to require recreational catch reporting. 

Discussion 

Robust, real time catch data is critical to effective management of rock lobster stocks and will have significant 

benefits for recreational fisheries management and for more accurately tracking the overall catch (commercial fishers 

report all catches in detail, whereas recreational catch is based on survey data). 

NRE Tas are currently conducting a trial capturing catch information using a phone app.  When this reporting system 

is fully developed, as well as an alternative system for those not using these technologies, the intention is to activate 

the rule and implement mandatory catch reporting.   

Common themes from submissions in support of implementing the requirement for recreational catch reporting 

were the need for accurate catch and effort information from the recreational sector for fisheries management, and 

ways the reporting requirements could be made user friendly. Non-commercial submissions that did not support the 

measure did not think the effort required from recreational fishers to report was justified given the relatively small 

amount of lobster caught by the recreational sector compared to the commercial sector. 

TSIC and the TRLFA strongly recommended that mandatory data collection for rock lobster be implemented for the 

2022/23 recreational season. NRE Tas notes that the app is unlikely to be live for the start of the 2022/23 

recreational season, but that mandatory catch reporting will be required once the app is live. 

NRE Tas notes that the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery generally meets both criteria set out by TARFish for its 

support of mandatory recreational catch reporting – recreational rock lobster fishers are licenced, and all of the 

areas where most recreational catch occurs (the East Coast and North West) are below 40% virgin biomass. 

NRE Tas expects that introducing mandatory recreational catch reporting will improve reporting relative to purely 

voluntary measures, and will be crucial for improving the accuracy of estimates of recreational removals and 

improving the management of the rock lobster fishery. The proposed draft rule could be inferred that only rock 

lobster taken should be recorded. For fishery monitoring and management, all fishing trips, including those resulting 

in a nil catch are important. As such, NRE Tas suggests that details of any fishing for rock lobster are recorded 

rather than just any rock lobster taken.   
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NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends amending the rule requiring details of any lobster taken to include details of any rock lobster 

fishing for recreational catch reporting. 

Discontinuing the special recreational rock lobster 

licence 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 30 

Discontinue the special rock lobster licence so that rock lobster recreational fishing licence holders can no longer 

have a possession limit of 15 lobsters for a nominated 14-day period in the Western Region. 

Intent: To standardise possession limits for recreational fishers to address compliance and administrative issues. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported discontinuing the special rock lobster licence. Non-commercial 

submissions were almost equally split between supporting the measure, not supporting the measure, and being 

neutral or unsure. TARFish supported discontinuing the special rock lobster licence, and the TRLFA strongly 

supported its discontinuation. TSIC did not provide a view. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported discontinuing the special rock lobster licence. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported discontinuing the special rock lobster licence. 

Discussion 

The current special rock lobster licence allows a person with a recreational rock lobster licence to have a 

possession limit of 15 lobsters for a nominated fourteen-day period in the Western Region. While holding this 

licence they cannot fish for rock lobster in the Eastern Region.    

The special licence was introduced in the 1990s and is only issued to 60 fishers each year. It is proposed to remove 

it to address compliance and administrative issues. Discontinuing the licence means the State-wide possession limit 

of 10 will apply uniformly to all recreational fishers. 

RecFAC noted that while a small number of recreational fishers use the special licence, removing it is expected to 

affect some regular West Coast fishers, and that there would likely be a perception of recreational rights being 

diminished. TARFish noted the special rock lobster licence is not well supported by the West Coast community as it 

facilitates increased catch concentrations over a relatively small area that is often limited by weather conditions. 

Submissions noted that the licence allowed those who were not able to fish often to make the most of one or two 

fishing trips a year. Generally, comments received in support of discontinuing the special licence thought it was 

unsustainable and beyond the needs of a recreational fisher. 

NRE Tas acknowledges that removing the special rock lobster licence will impact some recreational fishers, but on 

balance, NRE Tas considers that the compliance and administrative benefits of removing the licence outweigh the 

benefits to the relatively small number of fishers who currently use a special licence. 
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NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the proposal to remove the special licence, noting that the special licence is not 

in the draft rules.    

Presumption of take and possession 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 121 

When no person claims to have taken or to possess a lobster that is not tagged as required, rock lobster can be 

presumed to be taken or in the possession of a person in the general vicinity of the lobster, who has the means to 

have taken or possessed it.  

Intent: To ensure catch sharing of rock lobster between recreational fishers is enforceable by assisting Marine Police 

in proceedings with offences under the rules. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial and non-commercial submissions supported the creation of the presumption of take and 

possession rule as outlined above. The TRLFA strongly supported this measure, and TARFish supported this 

measure. TSIC did not provide a view. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the creation of the presumption of take and possession rule. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC supported the creation of the presumption of take and possession rule. 

Discussion 

In situations where nobody claims responsibility for lobsters during a compliance check, this rule would allow the 

Marine Police to assign responsibility to a person in the vicinity of the lobsters with the means to have caught it. 

The main theme of comments from submissions that did not support the presumption of take and possession was 

that the rule violates the assumption of innocence until proven guilty and that there is the potential for unfair or 

unjust prosecution. Submissions considered that the matter should go to court, rather than assuming possession. 

Some submissions also considered that the skipper of the boat should be held responsible. 

Comments from submissions in support of the rule included that it seems fair as someone must be responsible for 

having an illegal lobster, and that it will make the job of Marine Police easier. 

NRE Tas notes that the Marine Police have advised that for the group sharing of rock lobster to be viable, Marine 

Police officers must be able to proceed with necessary processes such as penalties if an illegal lobster is found in a 

group of recreational fishers. 

NRE Tas considers that the presumption of take and possession is a reasonable step to ensure catch sharing of rock 

lobster between recreational fishers is enforceable, and that offences under the rules can be proceeded with in the 

(likely fairly uncommon) case that no one with the ability to have taken an illegal recreational lobster takes 

responsibility for that lobster. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which creates the presumption of take and possession rule. 
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Expanding the 60 pots area 
Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 86 

It is proposed to extend the northern boundary of the area where the maximum number of 60 pots can be used 

and carried by a commercial vessel northward and westward around the State to Red Rocks (see Figure 5). 

Possession, use and setting of more than 50 pots from a vessel in waters outside the 60 pot area will still be 

prohibited. 

Figure 5: Current and proposed 60-pot areas for the commercial fishery 

Intent: To improve economic efficiency for commercial fishers in the northern part of State while manging fishing 

effort on the East Coast. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of submissions (both commercial and non-commercial) did not support expanding the 60 pots area as 

defined above. The TRLFA strongly supported expanding the 60 pots area. TSIC noted the divided views amongst its 

members and did not offer a position on the 60 pots area. TARFish did not support expanding the 60 pots area. 

CFAC Recommendation 

A narrow majority of CFAC members supported expanding the 60 pots area as defined above. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC strongly opposed expanding the 60 pots area as defined above. The RecFAC did not support the 

expansion of the 60-pot zone, as this would increase resource sharing issues and may increase effort in the 

northwest which has depleted stock levels. The RecFAC also noted that similar concerns were raised to the 60-pot 

proposal in 2019, and that there has been no improvement in biomass in this area. RecFAC reiterated their previous 

advice: 60 pots on the west coast, 50 pots on the north coast, and 40 rock lobster pots in the east coast. 
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Discussion 

History of the 60 pots area 

In 2019, NRE Tas – then the Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) – 

proposed increasing the number of pots a commercial vessel can carry from 50 to 60 in an area from South Cape 

(the current southern boundary) up the west coast and along the north coast to Point Sorell to increase the fishing 

efficiency of the commercial fleet.  

There were divided views amongst submissions in that process, with the majority of commercial and non-

commercial submissions not supporting increasing the maximum number of pots for commercial fishers to 60 pots. 

Some commercial fishers in the North West supported extending the 60 pots area, as it allowed them to return 

from the West Coast in bad weather and continue fishing the North West corner in one trip. The TRLFA supported 

extending the 60 pots area as proposed, developing a TRLFA policy position that the 60 pots area should apply 

State-wide. 

Following consultation and advice from IMAS, DPIPWE recommended that the 60 pots area be amended to reduce 

the risk of unintended negative consequences for stock rebuilding in stock assessment area 5 (STA 5 – Point Sorell 

westwards to the Henty River, including King Island) and to ensure there was no escalation in tensions between 

recreational and commercial fishers on the North West coast. 

The previous Minister agreed to an amended 60 pot area (the current area in Figure 5 above) from South Cape to 

Bluff Hill Point (41° 00’ S) which excluded STA 5. 

At the same time, the previous Minister agreed to rescind the vessel length /pot numbers schedule (also known as 

the “length-tonnage rule”) and associated alternative methods for determining how many pots can be on a vessel. 

This specified the maximum number of pots a licence holder could set, use, or be in possession of on a vessel, rather 

than having this maximum pot number be determined by the vessel’s length (as it was under the length-tonnage 

rule). This allowed smaller vessels to carry more pots if their survey allowed. 

Rationale for the current proposal to extend the 60 pots area 

Market challenges including Covid-19 impacts and China trade barriers are having significant impacts on fishers and 

processors and these are unlikely to change in the short to medium term.  Other costs such as fuel are also high. To 

remain viable, processors need to be competitive in supplying lobster at the right price to gain access to alternative 

markets.  An expanded 60-pot area will provide a greater opportunity for fishers to reduce fishing costs. 

Using 60 pots can increase how quickly fishers catch their quota and make their fishing operation more economically 

efficient. It will not, however increase the total number of rock lobster caught because it is limited under the quota 

system.  It will also not increase the total number of pots used in the fishery which is fixed at 10,506.  If a 

commercial fisher wants to use more pots than they currently hold, they must lease or purchase extra pots. 

The proposal to retain a 50-pot limit on the East Coast has multiple objectives: 

• To slow down the race to fish in the East Coast catch cap (as fishers carrying 60 pots cannot fish in the East

Coast area);

• To not exacerbate the decline in the fleet size in the absence of clear social policy objectives for the

commercial sector; and

• To manage spatial overlap concerns with the recreational fishery.

Compliance requirements for fishing in the expanded 60-pot area are unchanged and VMS will provide additional 

data to aid enforcement.   

Analysis of views on the current 60 pot area proposal 

Table 3 summarises the range of potential benefits and drawbacks of extending the 60 pots area, many of which 

were raised in submissions. Increasing the area where fishers can use the maximum number of pots has potentially 

conflicting economic and social impacts, and the impacts are likely to be felt differently amongst different parts of the 

commercial sector (e.g., smaller vs larger vessel operators, and owner-operators vs lease fishers). 
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Table 3: Potential benefits and drawbacks of the proposal to extend the 60 pots area (continued over the page) 

Theme Potential benefits to extending the 60 pots 

area 

Potential drawbacks to extending the 60 pots 

area 

Commercial 

fishery – General 

✓ Improved efficiency and safety for North

West fishers: Fishers based in the North

West will be able to return from the West

Coast in bad weather and continue fishing

the North West corner in one trip, rather

than having to shelter at Strahan (risking

the Hell’s Gates bar crossing) or complete

additional transit paperwork.

✓ Could help fishers to survive the current

market challenges.

✓ Support consistent market access.

 Lease fishers, particularly smaller operators, 

will be less efficient at catching fish than larger 

operators with 60 pots, so may be less 

competitive for quota and quota may be less 

available. 

 Could exacerbate the race to fish in areas with 

a catch cap (particularly the North East). 

 Increased effort around King Island. 

Commercial 

fishery – Larger 

vessel operators 

✓ Allows larger operators to benefit from

increased efficiency3

✓ Will be able to catch more per trip, making

operators more competitive for quota as

they can catch it faster with less costs.

✓ Will be able to maximise landings when

beach prices are good. Beach prices are

currently uncertain and fuel prices are high,

making the ability to land more fish per trip

when the beach price is good particularly

important for fishers to reduce their

catching costs and increase their profit

margins.

✓ Owner-operators are likely to benefit

more, as they do not have to compete for

quota access.

 Same as for Commercial fishery - General above 

Commercial 

fishery – Smaller 

vessel operators 

✓ Limited efficiency increases as most will

already be carrying the maximum feasible

number of pots.

 Same as for Commercial fishery - General above 

 Pot availability may decrease for lease fishers, 

which could impact the viability of smaller 

operators. 

Commercial 

fishery – 

Processors 

✓ Supports consistent market access.

✓ Could help processors to survive the

current market challenges.

 Fishers landing larger quantities of fish per trip 

at peak unloading times could overwhelm 

processors’ holding capacity. 

Stock status ✓ Will not result in more removals (yearly

quota and the total number of pots are

both fixed)

 The 60-pot zone is already across the most 

productive regions of the commercial fishery 

on the West Coast. Expanding the 60 pot area 

to less productive areas could increase the 

3 Some commercial operators who support the proposed extension to the 60 pots area have noted that since the length-

tonnage rule was removed (see History of the 60 pots area above), operators of smaller vessels have been able to carry more 

pots and benefit from increased fishing efficiency, but that larger vessel operators have not been able to realise a similar benefit, 

and that the increase to 60 pots would allow them to do so. 
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Theme Potential benefits to extending the 60 pots 

area 

Potential drawbacks to extending the 60 pots 

area 

relative fishing pressure experienced in those 

areas. 

 Could result in increased fishing effort in 

North East and North West areas, which have 

low biomass and are vulnerable to increased 

fishing effort. Fishers in a 60 pots area are 

likely to fish their usual areas with more pots, 

rather than travelling further. This could 

increase localised fishing effort and could lead 

to localised depletion. 

Economic and 

social impacts for 

the community 

✓ More employment opportunities for crew,

as larger boats which can carry 60 pots

employ at least two crew members. This

provides employment and upskilling

opportunities for deckhands and supports

succession planning for the industry.

✓ Larger vessel operators will be able to

spend more time home with families.

✓ For recreational fishers, 60 pot operators

catching their fixed quota more quickly

than with 50 pots will be off the water

sooner in the year, causing fewer

interactions with recreational fishers.

✓ Larger operators who are increasingly

viable may pass those benefits on to

associated businesses.4

 Smaller operators who are less competitive 

for quota may decrease their viability. This 

could have a flow-on effect for the regional 

and coastal businesses and communities, 

including businesses who service the 

commercial fishing industry and the 

community (such as schools and medical 

practices). 

 Increased fishing effort in 60 pot areas could 

reduce the availability of lobsters closer 

inshore for recreational fishers, who have 

limited ability to fish beyond sheltered inshore 

waters. 

 Potentially increased spatial conflict between 

recreational and commercial fishers in the 

North West area. 

NRE Tas considers that the concerns raised by submissions regarding the potential economic impacts on smaller 

operators and the impacts on the stock status of the vulnerable North West and North East stock areas are worth 

investigating further.  

The state-wide Rock Lobster Harvest Strategy will be an overarching strategy developed after these Rules are 

approved which will provide a framework that specifies the level of performance required for the fishery to achieve 

defined ecological, economic and/or social objectives. Future socio-economic analysis and modelling of relative 

fishing pressure should be conducted to inform the Strategy and could inform future pot area rules based on 

assessment of long-term impacts to the fishery. The Rock Lobster Harvest Strategy will provide transparent 

guidance for the management of the rock lobster fishery under the Act. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends not to implement the draft rules for expanding the 60 pots area. NRE Tas recommends that 

the 60 pot area is retained in its current form (South Cape to Bluff Hill Point) and not extended. 

4 This will only benefit regional communities if the operator is based there or supports local businesses, rather than travelling 

from elsewhere and only supporting businesses at their home port. 
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Commercial changes to improve quota 

monitoring 

Loading tank report required when moving lobsters to 

a holding tank 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 97 

In addition to the usual unloading report and to address a compliance gap, fishers using a holding tank will be 

required to make a loading holding tank telephone report prior to moving lobsters from their vessel to the tank. 

Intent: To align with compliance requirements in other direct sale scenarios. 

Outcome of public consultation 

A strong majority of commercial submissions supported the proposed change to landing tank reporting 

requirements. The TRLFA supported the proposal. TSIC noted that it understands the compliance risk and phone 

reporting requirement in this scenario. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed change to landing tank reporting requirements. 

Discussion 

Currently, commercial fishers can apply to have a holding tank endorsed on their licence, enabling them to store 

lobsters in an approved location prior to sale. The proposed change is minor and aligns with compliance 

requirements in other direct sale scenarios. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which changes the landing tank reporting requirements as 

outlined above. 

Processors to separate and mark catches by size limit 

zone 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 76 

During transport from the wharf to a fish processing facility, each fisher’s lobsters must be kept separate from 

other fishers’ catch in containers or bins, each clearly labelled with the name of the fishing zone where it was 

taken. 

Intent: To support the compliance and monitoring of the new regional size limits. 
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Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported the proposal. The TRLFA supported the proposal. TSIC noted 

the importance of ensuring compliance while transiting lobsters from a vessel to a processing storage facility, but 

considered that the proposal as drafted did not adequately reflect the logistics of transporting lobsters. TSIC 

recommended that NRE Tas, Marine Police, and the rock lobster industry work together to develop a mutual 

solution. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed catch separation and marking requirements for processors in principle, noting 

that the processing sector is working with NRE Tas and Marine Police to develop a more workable solution. 

Discussion 

The main theme of comments in submissions was concern that the new rule would be too onerous and logistically 

challenging for processors. 

As a result of discussions between the processing sector, NRE Tas and Marine Police, amendments to the proposed 

rule were developed (see below) that enable the principle of the new rule to remain while improving workability for 

processors, many of whom already separate catches from fishers. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends that the draft rule be progressed with the following amendments to increase workability for 

the processing sector: 

• Before transportation of the rock lobster commences, each tank, or container, holding rock lobster is clearly

marked, tagged or labelled with the fishing zone where the rock lobster were taken, and the name of the

holder of the fishing licence (rock lobster).

• Bins have a unique colour or identifier (e.g., zip ties) that correspond to each fisher that fish were collected

from. The colour and identifier corresponding to each fisher must be clearly defined, including fishing zone fish

were taken from, and visible on the corresponding fish handling weigh sheet OR Quota Docket.

• These marking requirements do not apply if the person receives and transports rock lobster from only one

holder of the fishing licence (rock lobster).

Direct sale lobster weight and coloured regional tags 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 76  Rules amended: 72, 102 and 117 

The weight of lobster is to be recorded to two decimal places in direct sale quota dockets and receipts where the 

weight is recorded in kilograms, prior to any cooking or processing of the lobster.  

The requirement to tag all lobsters sold in Tasmania remains, but fishers will now be required to tag their lobster 

with the coloured tag that corresponds with the size limit zone of the fishery where it was caught. 

Intent: To improve the accuracy of reporting, ensure the integrity of removals under the Quota Management 

System, and assist compliance of size limits in different size limit zones. 

Outcome of public consultation 

More than half the commercial submissions supported the proposed measures. The remainder were split almost 

equally between not supporting the measures or being neutral or unsure. The TRLFA and TSIC supported the 
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proposed measures, with TSIC noting they provide improved accountability of the Quota Management System and 

the traceability of rock lobster from the different size limit zones. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed changes to direct sale reporting and tagging requirements in principle, noting 

that processors should also be required to tag lobsters for direct sale with the coloured regional tags.  

Discussion 

Currently, the rules do not require that the weight of lobster is recorded prior to processing (i.e., cooking, freezing, 

or cutting in half), leaving a gap where the ‘processed weight’ can be substantially less than the ‘live weight’.  There is 

also a general rounding down provision which allows a fisher to record a 670-gram lobster as 0.6kg.  Over many 

direct sale transactions, this rounding down provision can lead to significant differences between the actual weight 

and the weight taken from quota. 

The proposed changes are intended to improve the accuracy of reporting and ensure the integrity of the Quota 

Management System. They are also intended to complement the management of lobster in the different size limit 

zones, by identifying which area lobsters have come from and assisting compliance of size limits in those areas. 

Comments received from submissions in support of the proposed changes to direct sale recording and tagging 

requirements were that the proposed changes demonstrate compliance and may increase social licence amongst 

customers, but they are onerous, and the additional complexity may reduce the number of fishers direct selling fish. 

Comments received from submissions neutral or unsure about the proposed changes were that recording to two 

decimal places can be logistically challenging, that a significant weight of underestimation is unlikely given the 

relatively small quantities of fish directly sold, and that regional tags should not be needed if VMS can demonstrate 

where a fisher has been operating. 

Comments received from submissions that did not support the proposed changes were that regional tags are 

unnecessary, that they are onerous and the additional complexity may reduce the number of fishers direct selling 

fish, and that equity is needed with recreational sector (both sectors should be required to tag and report their 

personal fish). 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which amends the direct sale reporting and tagging requirements 

as outlined above. 

Restrictions on setting pots at night 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 89 

Standardise time restrictions for setting pots both inside and outside catch cap areas, so that a pot cannot be set: 

• between 11 pm of one day and 4 am of the following day during the summer period; or

• between 10 pm of one day and 5 am of the following day during the winter period.

Intent: To standardise operations throughout the fishery to simplify and improve compliance. 

Outcome of public consultation 

Around half of commercial submissions supported standardising restrictions on setting pots at night as outlined 

above. The remainder of submissions did not support the proposal (around a third) or were neutral or unsure. 

TRLFA and TSIC supported the proposal. 
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CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported standardising time restrictions for setting pots at night in all areas of the fishery. There was 

also strong majority support within the CFAC for abolishing night setting restrictions. 

Discussion 

Comments received from submissions in support of the proposed standardisation of night setting time restrictions 

opposed night setting, or suggested alternative timing for restrictions. 

Submissions that did not support or were neutral about the proposed changes did not support any restriction on 

setting pots under the Quota Management System, supported retaining or removing the current rules, and had 

suggestions for night setting. Suggestions included not allowing any pot shooting at night, allowing double night 

shooting to increase efficiency, and maximising the time all fishers have to shoot their pots. Some submissions noted 

that the suggested changes will reduce fishing efficiency, or do not take into account the effect of strong tidal 

conditions on the time window for accessing pots. 

NRE Tas considers that it is important to standardise the time window for night setting throughout the fishery to 

reduce confusion and to simplify and improve compliance. NRE Tas considers that the proposed timing is 

reasonable. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which standardises pot setting restrictions at night both inside 

and outside of a catch cap area as outlined above. 

Marking commercial fish cauf buoys 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 95 

A commercial fish cauf buoy must be marked clearly with the distinguishing mark of the fishing vessel that is using 

the cauf. 

Intent: To address a gap in the current rules in relation to marking buoys for fish caufs. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of submissions supported the proposal. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed change. 

Discussion 

This proposed change is addressing a gap in the current rules in relation to marking buoys for fish caufs.  It is a 

minor amendment for compliance purposes. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which requires commercial fish cauf buoys to be marked clearly 

with the distinguishing mark of the fishing vessel that is using the cauf. 
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Allow unloading of commercial fish caufs at boat ramps 

Proposal raised during consultation Rule amended: 96 

Allow a commercial fish cauf to be moved to a designated landed area for the purpose of unloading rock lobster, 

provided the fishing vessel's auxiliary vessel is used to move the cauf, and that the cauf is then immediately 

returned to its prior approved location. 

Intent: To allow this fishing practice to continue now that fishing cauf locations are required to be reported. 

Outcome of public consultation 

TSIC proposed in its submission that the draft rules should be amended to allow a commercial fish cauf to be moved 

to a designated landed area for unloading, and supported the measure. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC discussed the proposed rule and while it did not make a recommendation, there was a strong majority 

within the CFAC that supported the proposed change.  

Discussion 

TSIC noted in its submission that it is currently common practice in some ports for a fisher to remove a fish cauf 

from its mooring site, tow it to a boat ramp or beach, and unload the cauf. This practice is currently not provided 

for in the rules where a fish cauf must remain at the location (latitude and longitude) specified on the licence.   

NRE Tas notes that towing a fish cauf to a designated landing area to unload rock lobster is a method employed by 

some fishers, and that there is relatively low risk in amending the rules to allow this practice to continue. 

After discussion with the Marine Police, NRE Tas has amended the proposed rule change to reflect that a specified 

auxiliary vessel (such as the boat’s dinghy) should be used to move the cauf, and that the cauf should then 

immediately be returned to its original approved location. These amendments are intended to aid compliance with 

the measure. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which allows a commercial fish cauf to be moved to a designated 

landed area for unloading as outlined above. 

Ports of landing and possession 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 68 

Create a new offence for a licence holder to possess lobster that have not been unloaded at a ‘port of landing’. 

Intent: To improve compliance by creating an offence that applies to fishers if they possess rock lobster landed at 

an unauthorised location. 

Outcome of public consultation 

Views of submissions were divided. Most submissions either supported the proposed change or were unsure or 

neutral. The TRLFA and TSIC both supported the proposal. 
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CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported the proposed change. 

Discussion 

Fishers are required to unload their lobster at a port of landing listed in Schedule 3 of the rules, unless they have a 

licence endorsement with alternative unloading conditions or there is an emergency situation (safety of vessel or 

crew at risk). The proposed change will support better management of compliance risks associated with undeclared 

lobster landings. 

The CFAC asked for clarification whether the rule applies to processors, as it already applies to fishers. 

No comments were received from submissions that supported the proposal. Submissions that were neutral 

commented that emergency provision to unload to the usual ports due to inundation of fresh water or warm water 

should remain. Submissions that did not support the proposal queried if it applied to lobsters unloaded on land, and 

did not support if it meant the Alternate Place of Unloading Endorsement would be removed. 

NRE Tas notes the proposed measure is a minor amendment to assist compliance in the commercial fishery. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which creates a new offence for a licence holder to possess 

lobster that have not been unloaded at a ‘port of landing’. 
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Other commercial management changes 

Changes to personal possession provisions 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 83 

Make the following amendments to the personal possession provisions: 

• A maximum of 5 lobsters can be retained per unloading event.

• The annual limit to be reduced from 30 to 20 (to take effect for the 2023/24 quota year onwards).

• Lobsters must be marked with a V notch in the tail fan and tagged with personal possession tag (new).

Personal possession tags will be issued prior to the start of each quota year.

• Lobsters must be recorded in the catch, effort and quota docket book within

5 minutes of being retained for personal use and prior to being unloaded from the

vessel.

• If unloading to a processor, any lobsters retained for personal possession must be

recorded in the catch/effort section of the docket book, within 5 minutes of

completing Part A of the docket book.

• The proposed V notching of the tail fan (right) will distinguish personal possession.

If the commercial fisher also holds a recreational rock lobster licence, there is an aggregated possession limit of 

10 rock lobster for personal possession, recreationally caught and lobster gifted from another person.     

Intent: To better reflect the actual number of lobsters retained by commercial fishers for personal use, align the 

unload limit with the recreational daily bag limit, and make it easier to identify a lobster retained for personal use. 

Outcome of public consultation 

Views of submissions were divided. Approximately half of commercial submissions supported amending the personal 

possession provisions, while approximately half either did not support the proposed changes or were neutral or 

unsure. The TRLFA supported the reduction as an expression of good will to the recreational sector. TSIC noted 

that most members did not respond to the proposal, but that a small number of its members called for the personal 

use limit to be retained at 30. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC agreed to the proposal in principle, noting strong advice from a commercial member that the retention 

limit per unloading event should be amended to 10 lobsters per day. 

Discussion 

Current personal use provisions allow commercial fishers to retain a limited number of lobsters for personal use 

that are not of sufficient quality or have limb loss or damage. These lobsters are not deducted from the fishers’ 

quota balance. On average over the last 3 years, 1,222 lobsters per year have been retained under this provision by 

107 commercial fishers, an average of 11.4 lobsters per fisher. The proposed amendments better reflect the actual 

number of lobsters retained by commercial fishers for personal use (while not limiting the average fisher, as the 

proposed annual limit is well above the average), align the unload limit with the recreational daily bag limit 

(simplifying compliance and improving perceptions of equity between sectors), and make it easier to identify a 

lobster retained for personal use. 
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The proposed V notching of the tail fan will distinguish personal possession lobster from lobsters taken under a 

recreational licence. The personal possession tag will help enforce the annual limit.  Provision to issue personal 

possession tags exists in the current rock lobster rules but has not previously been implemented. 

Submissions in support of the proposed changes to personal possession provisions noted that 20 per year is more 

than enough, noted that the changes indicated goodwill towards the recreational sector, and queried the unload limit 

of five lobsters. 

Submissions that did not support or were neutral about the proposed changes to personal possession provisions 

noted that 20 is too small a yearly limit, particularly when shared amongst crew, and considered that equity is 

needed with recreational sector (both sectors should be required to tag and report their personal fish), and that 

commercial fishers should be able to save up unload limit and take up to 20 at once for a special occasion. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which amends the personal possession provisions as outlined 

above. 

Exclusion of supervisors from 200 quota unit threshold 

in certain circumstances 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended: 3 

Amend the definition of a holder of a fishing licence to allow a supervisor of a licence who is not the licence 

holder of that licence to receive any payment, financial advantage or benefit in kind from more than 200 quota 

units.  

Where there is a reference to ‘the holder of the fishing licence rock lobster’ in a rule, it is deemed to apply to all 

supervisors on a licence as if they were the licence holder, except for certain rules specified in Rule 3, ‘definition 

of a holder of licence’.  

It is proposed that Rule 60(2)(b) - ‘receive any payment, financial advantage or benefit in kind from more than 200 

quota units’ - is added to the list of rules that do not apply to the supervisor of a licence who is not the licence 

holder of that licence. 

Intent: To allow skippers who are employed by a licence holder, i.e., who do not own a licence or their own quota, to 

switch employers (different entitlements or vessels) during the quota year, without being restricted from doing so by 

the 200 unit rule. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions did not support amending the definition of a holder of a fishing licence to 

allow a supervisor of a licence who is not the licence holder of that licence to receive any payment, financial 

advantage or benefit in kind from more than 200 quota units. The TRLFA were neutral and TSIC considered that the 

intention of the proposal could be better achieved by another instrument like an exemption.  

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC did not support the proposal to allow a supervisor of a licence who is not the licence holder of that 

licence to receive any payment, financial advantage or benefit in kind from more than 200 quota units. The CFAC 

noted the proposal is technical and complex, and has the potential to be abused and allow a licence holder to catch 

more than 20 tonnes of lobster, which the CFAC did not support.  
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RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC opposed allowing a supervisor of a licence who is not the licence holder of that licence to receive any 

payment, financial advantage or benefit in kind from more than 200 quota units.  

Discussion 

The intent behind the 200 unit rule is to limit the capacity for one licence holder or a small group of licence holders 

to create a monopoly quota holding that could distort the free market operation of quota trading in the fishery, 

negatively impacting on the social and economic benefits of having a larger and more diverse fishing fleet, particularly 

in regional areas.   

The proposed amendment to allow supervisors to benefit from more than 200 quota units is intended to address a 

situation whereby a supervisor transfers between entitlements in a quota year but is prevented from working by the 

total of those quota unit exceeding the 200 unit threshold, even if the supervisor is remaining within their 20 tonne 

catch threshold. 

As a theoretical example, if a supervisor worked for one entitlement of 100 quota units, catching a subset of that 

entitlement, then if they were hired under another entitlement of 150 quota units (even to catch a subset of that 

entitlement), they would not be able to, as the combined quota units from the two entitlements (250 units) would 

exceed the 200 unit threshold. NRE Tas Compliance is aware of approximately five fishers being affected by this 

situation in the past quota year, with expensive licence transfers required in some cases. 

The TRLFA and some submissions noted that the rule should not be applied in such a way that a supervisor could 

catch, or benefit from the catching of, more than 20 tonnes of rock lobster. TSIC and several submissions against the 

proposed change noted a significant potential loophole whereby a vessel and skipper could catch more than 200 

units by simply adding a new entitlement to a boat with a deckhand as supervisor. Given this loophole, TSIC did not 

support the proposed amendment, noting it would only benefit a small number of supervisors. NRE Tas notes that 

despite being against the intention of the proposed rule, this loophole is significant. Some submissions were 

concerned about this loophole being abused, and noted that it would likely only benefit a smaller number of larger 

operators, to the detriment of the smaller operators in the fishery.  

The CFAC and some submissions also raised concerns that equity of quota ownership is needed between investors 

and supervisors. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends that supervisors are not removed from the 200 quota unit threshold, and that Rule 60(2)(b) - 

‘receive any payment, financial advantage or benefit in kind from more than 200 quota units’ – continues to apply to 

the supervisor of a licence who is not the licence holder of that licence. 

NRE Tas recommends that Rule 3 be amended to provide the possibility of supervisor to be excluded in exceptional 

circumstances. This would allow individual supervisors affected by exceptional circumstances to apply to be able to 

work additional entitlements, which can be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

NRE Tas considers that the potential drawbacks of the significant loophole allowing the transfer of an entitlement to 

another supervisor crew member, and therefore allowing more than 20 tonnes of lobster to be caught per licence 

holder, outweighs the potential benefits to the small number of fishers currently affected by an inability to fish under 

entitlements that collectively exceed 200 quota units. NRE Tas recommends that a case-by-case exemption better 

suits the intention of the proposal.  
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Authorising an alternative pot design 

Proposal consulted on Rule created: 92 

Allow a different pot design to be authorised for an individual as part of a research trial, or for a ‘class of persons’ 

(e.g., commercial or non-commercial licence holders).  

It is anticipated that this authorisation would only be applied as part of, or after an appropriate research project 

by IMAS, not ad hoc trials by fishers, as changes to pot design have significant implications for the interpretation of 

catch and effort data and the stock assessment process. 

Intent: To provide for future flexibility. 

Outcome of public consultation 

The majority of commercial submissions supported creating the capacity to authorise an alternative pot design. The 

TRLFA and TSIC supported the ability to use an alternative pot design. The TRLFA supported the increased 

efficiency for the fleet, and TSIC supported relevant research being undertaken before any new pot designs are 

approved for commercial use. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported allowing a different pot design to be authorised for an individual as part of a research trial or a 

‘class of persons’. 

Discussion 

The current pot specifications have been in place for many decades.  Recent research conducted in South Australia 

found that different pot designs have a significant impact on pot efficiency for catching and retaining lobsters.  From a 

commercial perspective, as total catch is limited to a fixed quota tonnage, pot efficiency has a significant impact on 

the costs of fishing operations. Submissions that supported the capacity to authorise an alternative pot design noted 

that it would support increasing fishing efficiency.  

Submissions that did not support authorising an alternative pot design considered that the current pot design is 

suitable, and noted concerns that changing the pot design could have catch per unit effort (CPUE) and assessment 

implications, and did not support larger pots or pots with multiple openings, as they may need to be left out longer. 

The CFAC scientific advisor noted that any change to the pot design could have significant implications for catch and 

effort data and resourcing. As the type of pots used should ideally be standardised across the fleet, any approved 

new type of pots would need to be fished at the same time as the old pots to allow the catch and effort of the two 

pot types to be compared and contrasted and allow a greater chance of a comparable new CPUE series to be 

developed.  

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas supports implementing the draft rule which allows a different pot design to be authorised for an individual 

as part of a research trial or a ‘class of persons’, noting that this authorisation should only be applied as part of, or 

after an appropriate research project by IMAS, not ad hoc trials by fishers. 
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TACC carry-over under exceptional circumstances 

Proposal consulted on and rationale Rule created: 65 

The new rule provides a mechanism for the Minister, on a case-by-case basis, to allow some or all the under catch 

to be carried forward to the following quota year, subject to the exceptional circumstances and scientific advice 

on future stock impacts.  It is anticipated that the carry-over could be applied as a fixed percentage of any 

individual fisher’s uncaught quota balance.  

Intent: To allow a percentage of the TACC to be carried forward if the TACC is under caught due to a significant 

market disruption or biosecurity emergency that impacts the majority of fishers (e.g., COVID-19 market collapse). 

Outcome of public consultation 

A strong majority of commercial submissions supported the proposal as drafted. TRLFA and TSIC both supported 

the proposal. 

TARFish did not support the proposed change. TARFish noted that the rule as drafted is an inappropriately 

unfettered decision-making, particularly in the absence of a harvest strategy. TARFish considered that the carry-over 

provisions should not be changed until the review of the Act is completed and a harvest strategy is in place for rock 

lobster. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported allowing some or all TACC under catch to be carried over to the following quota year under 

exceptional circumstances on a case-by-case basis. The CFAC requested more information about what is covered 

under ‘exceptional circumstances’, which is discussed below. 

RecFAC Recommendation 

The RecFAC did not support the proposal. It was concerned about the lack of definition of what a carry-over 

proportion would be. The RecFAC also felt that leaving any uncaught quota in the water would be beneficial to assist 

stock rebuilding. 

Discussion 

The current exceptional circumstances carry over rules provide a mechanism for a licence holder who has been 

unable to catch all their quota due to an unforeseen event (for example, vessel breakdown or illness), to apply to 

carry over uncaught quota to the following quota year. 

The new proposal aims to address a different scenario, where the TACC is under caught due to a significant market 

disruption or biosecurity emergency that impacts the majority of fishers.  An example of this is the COVID-19 

market access issues affecting the industry at the end of the 2019/20 quota year. 

Commercial submissions that supported the proposed rule noted that it allows operational flexibility. Submissions 

that supported the rule noted that it should not occur when biomass is depleted (such as due to biological factors or 

poor management outcomes). NRE Tas notes that when considering carry-over, scientific advice on future stock 

impacts must be considered, to ensure the stock will not be unduly impacted by any proposed TACC carry-over. 

Submissions that supported the proposed rule suggested that TACC carry-over could apply when investors refuse 

to release quota, which is a tactic used to drive up profits from leasing quota to fishers, and quota could be carried 

forward and landed in the next quota year when prices were lower. TARFish expressed concerns that this situation 

could expose the Government to the significant risk of market manipulation, and that a lack of clear criteria for what 

constitutes ‘exceptional circumstances’ would lead to a lack of guidance in such a situation. NRE Tas notes that a 

period of higher quota prices (while markets continue to operate) does not meet the intention of the rule, and 

would not be considered an exceptional circumstance.  
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TARFish also noted that under s270 (4) of the Act there is an existing mechanism that allows provisions such as 

TACC carry-over to be made in the event of a biosecurity event, and that the proposed rule change is not required. 

NRE Tas notes that s270 is concerned with biosecurity, particularly marine pests and diseases, and is aimed at 

preventing their introduction. NRE Tas considers that s270 is not suitable for providing TACC carry-forward and 

that additional flexibility is needed in the Rules in the case of unforeseen events, or events such as a blooms of 

species that are already present in the ecosystem. 

Some submissions that did not support the proposed change noted that it could create problems with effort and 

supplying markets, that the current provisions allowing up to one quota unit to be carried forward to the next quota 

year if uncaught are sufficient, and that leaving fish in the water is beneficial. NRE Tas notes that the proposed carry-

over provision would be subject to exceptional circumstances and scientific advice on future stock impacts, and that 

it is anticipated that the carry-over could be applied as a fixed percentage of any individual fisher’s uncaught quota 

balance. Therefore, it is expected that this provision would rarely be used and its potential effect on the stock and 

the markets could be mitigated by limiting the amount that can be carried over to a fixed percentage (particularly if 

required by best available information on future stock impacts). It is expected that stock status or impact would be 

central to any considerations under this new provision. 

The review of the Act currently underway has highlighted the need for more flexibility to allow management to pivot 

as needed to respond more rapidly to changing conditions in the fishery. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends that some or all TACC under catch be allowed to be carried over to the following quota year 

under exceptional circumstances (such as a significant market disruption or biosecurity emergency that impacts the 

majority of fishers) on a case-by-case basis, subject to scientific advice on future stock impacts. While NRE Tas notes 

the concerns raised that the exceptions for TACC carry-over should be exceptional, the potential impact on the 

stock would be central to considerations under the new provision. Recent events have highlighted the need for 

increasing the flexibility of management to changing circumstances, and increasing the ability for adaptive 

management is important to future-proof the fishery. 

Flexibility to return lobsters to the sea under 

exceptional circumstances 

Proposal consulted on Rule amended 3 

Clarify the administrative process to oversee an individual fisher returning fish to the sea and provide for a notice 

to be issued allowing multiple fishers to return lobsters to sea according to specific criteria.  

Intent: To allow fish to be returned to the sea (assuming they are likely to survive) due to a significant market 

disruption or biosecurity emergency that impacts the majority of fishers (e.g., COVID 19 market collapse). 

Outcome of public consultation 

A strong majority of commercial submissions supported increased flexibility in allowing lobsters to be returned to 

the sea, particularly if lobsters are healthy. TRLFA and TSIC supported increased flexibility in returning lobsters to 

the sea under exceptional circumstances, with TSIC noting that COVID-19 has highlighted the need for greater 

flexibility to return lobsters to sea, and that all biosecurity implications of any returns need to be assessed, including 

inspecting the quality and health of lobsters that will be returned. 

CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC supported increasing flexibility to return lobsters to the sea under exceptional circumstances. The CFAC 

requested more information about what is covered under ‘exceptional circumstances’, which is discussed below. 
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Discussion 

The current rules require fishers to land all lobsters retained on the vessel.  There is limited capacity for NRE Tas to 

deem that lobsters are ‘not caught’, i.e., not taken off an individual fisher’s quota balance and returned to the sea. 

The proposed provision would only be used in exceptional circumstances (such as when the China export market 

shut down ‘overnight’ in January 2020 due to COVID-19) and vessels with live catch onboard had nowhere to sell 

their catch.  Under this provision and subject to scientific advice, fishers could be directed to return the live lobsters 

back to sea. 

There was general support for the proposed change amongst commercial stakeholders. Comments raised by the 

comparatively small number of submissions that were unsure or did not support the measure were that there 

should be no welfare concerns, and a query about what is considered an exceptional circumstance.   

NRE Tas considers that exceptional circumstances are significant unusual events that are not expected, such as a 

significant market disruption or biosecurity emergency that impacts the majority of fishers. NRE Tas also notes that 

release conditions are expected to include following instructions as directed by a Fisheries Officer, and assessing that 

released lobsters are likely to survive. 

A comment from a supporter of the proposed rule amendment included that returned lobsters could be used as a 

subset of the translocation programme in the southeast, if returns occurred at preselected areas close to all major 

unloading ports. NRE Tas stresses that any secondary benefit is not the rationale or objective of this measure. 

A submission that supported the proposed rule suggested that lobsters could be returned to the water during 

period of poor beach prices, and quota could be landed later when prices were higher. NRE Tas notes that a period 

of poor prices (while markets continue to operate) does not meet the intention of the rule, and would not be 

considered an exceptional circumstance.  

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which clarifies the process for an individual fisher to return 

uncaught fish to the sea, and makes provision for a notice to be issued that allows multiple fishers to return lobsters 

to sea according to specific criteria. 

Removing giant crab bycatch provisions 

Proposal consulted on Rule removed 

Remove provisions that allow for bycatch of giant crab by rock lobster fishing licence holders. 

Intent: To increase protection for giant crab stocks by removing the provisions to take giant crab as bycatch. 

Outcome of public consultation 

Just over half of commercial submissions supported the measure, citing low biomass of giant crab stocks. Comments 

received included that the provisions should be brought back in future if the fishery recovers, and support for the 

provisions also applying to recreational fishers and trawl methods. The TRLFA supported removing the provisions. 

Of those who did not support the proposal, comments received included concerns that crabs returned to the water 

may not survive, support for giant crab bycatch as it is an important bonus for fishers that is unlikely to affect giant 

crab stock status given the weight limit per trip and comparatively small amount of total removals, and concerns that 

the provisions will not be reinstated once removed. 

TSIC did not comment on removing giant crab bycatch provisions as it did not receive advice on the proposal from 

its members. 
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CFAC Recommendation 

The CFAC was unable to reach a consensus on this proposal, as members differed in whether they supported a 

complete removal of these provisions. Most CFAC members supported the proposal. Some commercial members 

expressed concerns that once removed, the bycatch provisions would not easily be reinstated, and preferred that 

the bycatch provisions remain in the rules but continue to be suspended as required with advice from CFAC.  

Discussion 

Giant crab bycatch provisions are currently suspended, but theoretically allow for a recreational rock lobster fishing 

licence holder to take one giant crab per day and possess one giant crab at any time, and for a commercial rock 

lobster fishing licence holder to take up to 50kg of giant crab and possess 10 or fewer giant crab at any time.  These 

removals are in addition to the giant crab total allowable catch.  

The giant crab bycatch provisions were suspended in 2018 for three years in response to very poor giant crab stock 

status at the time.  In the 2021 Status of Australian Fish Stocks report, giant crab stock status remains classed as 

depleted and stock rebuilding is likely to be very slow, given the biology of this species.  Allowing giant crab removals 

outside of the amount authorised in the giant crab total allowable catch continues not to be appropriate, so it is 

proposed to formally remove the bycatch provisions from these rules. This policy will be reviewed when the giant 

crab stock status is classed as sustainable. 

The proposal to remove the giant crab bycatch provisions reflects the current low status of the stock, and that it is 

inappropriate for the management of the giant crab stock to allow removals in addition to the total allowable catch. 

There is broad agreement amongst stakeholders that giant crab bycatch is not currently appropriate given the 

current depleted status of the stock.  

NRE Tas considers that removing the bycatch provisions is a more certain way of stopping giant crab bycatch in the 

medium term, given that the bycatch provisions are currently suspended and, if they were to remain, would likely 

continue to be suspended for several more years, as giant crab stocks are likely to take some time to recover 

considering the biology of the species. Removing the provisions is also more efficient as it will remove the 

requirement for repeated suspensions. 

NRE Tas Recommendation 

NRE Tas recommends implementing the draft rule which removes giant crab bycatch provisions from the new rules. 
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Appendix One: Report on representations 

received 

Summary 
This document outlines an analysis of submissions received as part of public consultation on rule changes proposed 

for the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery as part of the draft Fisheries (Rock Lobster) Rules 2022 (Rock Lobster Rules). 

Public consultation ran from 24 March to 30 May 2022. Eighty-five recreational and community submissions and 103 

commercial submissions were received. No feedback was received from Aboriginal organisations or community 

members. 

The document goes through the matters consulted on in the order they are described in the consultation document. 

The second part of the consultation, a preliminary consultation on East Coast policy proposals, is not dealt with in 

this document. Analysis of these matters will be circulated and discussed separately, as part of developing a Rock 

Lobster Harvest Strategy in 2022/23. 

Table A1: Summary of support in submissions for the proposed rock lobster rule changes consulted on (continued 

over the page) 

Proposal 
Recreational and community 

submissions 
Commercial submissions 

Key: Most submissions (>75%) agreed Mixed support Strongly differing views 

Size limit zones 

Aligning size limits with growth rates and sexual 

maturity 
Supported Supported 

Northern Zone 
Size limit Supported Supported 

Boundaries Supported Not supported 

Eastern Zone 
Size limit Supported Supported 

Boundaries Supported Supported 

Southern Zone 
Size limit Supported Supported 

Boundaries Mixed views Supported 

Recreational measures to support the proposed size limit zones 

Tail marking of recreational rock lobster Supported Supported 

Recreational 

transiting reports 

Between size zones Mixed views Supported 

Through closed waters with pots 

with a gear transiting report 
Supported Supported 

Commercial measures to support the proposed size limit zones 

Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) Supported Supported 

Commercial transit report until automated VMS tools 

are operational 
N/A Mixed views 

Changes to definition of commercial transiting N/A Mixed views 
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Proposal 
Recreational and community 

submissions 
Commercial submissions 

Key: Most submissions (>75%) agreed Mixed support Strongly differing views 

Changing a previously nominated fishing area while at 

sea 
N/A Supported 

Other Recreational changes 

Sharing rock lobster when fishing in a group Supported Supported 

Holding rock lobster on an unattended recreational 

vessel 
Supported Not supported 

Lost or irretrievable gear reporting service Supported Supported 

Recreational catch reporting Supported Strongly supported 

Discontinuing the special recreational rock lobster 

licence 
Mixed views Supported 

Presumption of take and possession Supported Supported 

Expanding the 60 pots area 

Expanding the 60 pots area Not supported Not supported 

Boundaries for 60 pots area N/A Not supported 

Commercial changes to improve quota monitoring 

Loading tank report required when moving lobsters 

to a holding tank 
N/A Supported 

Processors to separate and mark catches by size limit 

zone 
N/A Supported 

Direct sale lobster weight and coloured regional tags N/A Supported 

Restrictions on setting pots at night N/A Mixed views 

Marking of commercial fish cauf buoys N/A Supported 

Ports of landing and possession N/A Mixed views 

Other commercial management changes 

Changes to personal possession provisions N/A Mixed views 

Exclusion of supervisors from the 200 quota unit 

threshold in certain circumstances 
N/A Not supported 

Authorising an alternative pot design N/A Supported 

TACC carry-over under exceptional circumstances N/A Supported 

Flexibility to return lobsters to the sea under 

exceptional circumstances 
N/A Supported 

Removing giant crab bycatch provisions N/A Supported 
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Overview of consultation 
NRE Tas aimed to have an extensive reach in consultation, which included: 

• All licence holders were emailed directly – 12,000 (some licence holders have same email, e.g., family

members)

• Recreational Fishery Consultative meetings were held at Smithton, Strahan, Burnie, Devonport, Launceston,

St Helens, Bicheno, Orford, Tasman Peninsula, and Hobart.

• Commercial Fishery Consultative meetings were held at Hobart, Dover, Tasman Peninsula, St Helens,

Triabunna, Launceston, Stanley, King Island, Strahan.

• Additional invitation to Aboriginal Organisations for input until 23 June 2022.

• Facebook posts – 11,000 followers.

• Instagram - 1,935 followers.

• Fishing News email letter – 34,000 subscribed

Animation videos – on the web site and through You-tube, Instagram, and Facebook posts and sponsorship 

advertising. YouTube Channel: Fisheries Tasmania 

Video 1: Keeping Rock Lobster Populations Healthy in Tasmania 7,102 views 

 Video views on Facebook: 21.8K 

 Total 28.8K 

Video 2: Aligning Rock Lobster Size Limit Zones with Growth Rates 10,317 views 

     Video views on Facebook: 27.8K 

Total 37.8K 

Video 3: Proposed Rock Lobster Size Limits and Transiting Zones 9,259 views 

 Video views on Facebook: 21.7K 

 Total 30.7K 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OveZAZGF5cw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtAJHMN3FxM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmP-ls8x7Yc
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Size Limit Zones 

Proposal 

Proposed regional size limit zones for the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery 

Northern Zone The North West female size limit of 120mm is extended to the North East.  Male 

size limit increases from 110mm to 115mm for the entire northern zone.  

Eastern Zone Minimum size increases to 115mm for males and females, from 110mm and 

105mm respectively. 

Southern Zone No changes to size limits.  Existing size limits of 105mm for females and 110mm 

for males is maintained.  

Aligning size limits with rock lobster growth rates and sexual maturity 

8, 10%

12, 15%

59, 75%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral /Not sure Support

17, 23%

4, 5%

54, 72%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral /Not sure Support
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Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Females in the eastern zone to 120mm

• Same eastern and northern zone size limits

generally

• Southern female size limits 110mm

• Northern male size 120mm

• Against male size limit increases

o Shift fishing pressure to females

o Impacts catch rates

o Won’t contribute to stock

• General support

o Size limits informed by science

o Contribute to sustainability

o Requested further information on projected

catch rates, biomass and egg production

figures

o Modelling of previous size limit increase

impacts

o Phased implementation

• Less lines on water; operational ease

• Specific size limit recommendations

• Unsure whether

increasing male size

limits will benefit stock

• Concerned about

impacts on catch rates

and marketing

• Specific size limit

recommendations

• General uncertainty

• Phased implementation

• Specific recommendations for

different size limits

Recreational and community 

• Support only taking mature animals

• Support matching size limits to areas with

different growth rates and water temperature

• Additional measures needed, e.g., maximum size

limit needed, total closure

• Statewide wide.  Several suggesting 110, 115 or

120 mm for either males or females or the same

for both. – Easier to police, simple etc.

• Increased size on the East Coast

• Increased size in Southern Zone

• Female size of 105 mm is too small

• support size limits provided no decrease to

Eastern bag limits

• Need to supply new gauges

• Northern size limit

seems reasonable

• Understand the growth

rate link, suggest two

zones rather than

three.

• Complexity

• Specific suggestions for different

size limits e.g., 115 mm, which is

a reasonable size fish.

• support for increasing female

limit only.

• Do not understand why

Northern limits need to be

bigger when there are more

lobsters caught in the south.

• Catch rates would be impacted

• Do not support increase in size

limits as fishers will need to

travel further and have safety

risks
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Northern Zone 

Proposed size limits 

Proposed boundaries (Henty River to Red Rocks) 

11, 13%

5, 6%

66, 81%

Commercial: Female size 

limit of 120 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

12, 17%

14, 20%

45, 63%

Recreational: Female size 

limit of 120 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

25, 30%

7, 9%

50, 61%

Commercial: Male size limit 

of 115 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

13, 18%

13, 18%

45, 64%

Recreational: Male size 

limit of 115 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

39, 49%

10, 12%

31, 39%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

13, 18%

18, 25%
41, 57%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• General support.

• Line should be at

St Helens Point

• Line should be at St

Helens Point.

• Line should be at St Helens Point or St Helens

Barway.

o More operationally suitable and safer for the

commercial fleet.

o Aligns to existing management lines relating to

the ECCC and NECC.

• Red Rocks unsuitable due to safety concerns or

operational issues for the commercial fleet.

• Against zones generally.

• Recommend zones align to existing management

areas; or move ECSRZ line to St Helens.

Eastern Zone 

Proposed size limits 

13, 16%

12, 15%

56, 69%

Commercial: Female size 

limit of 115 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

15, 20%

8, 11%

51, 69%

Recreational: Female size 

limit of 115 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

22, 27%

7, 8%
53, 65%

Commercial: Male size 

limit of 115 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

14, 19%

7, 9%

53, 72%

Recreational: Male size limit 

of 115 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Proposed boundaries (Red Rocks to Cape Pillar) 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support (n=) Neutral/Not sure Do not support (n=) 

• General support. • Cape Pillar line unsuitable due to safety concerns or

operational issues.

• Recommendations for Maria Island, Iron Pot through

Storm Bay, Storm Bay, Marion Bay or Eaglehawk Neck.

• Against zones generally.

• Recommend zones align to existing management areas.

Southern Zone 

Proposed size limits 

19, 23%

15, 19%

47, 58%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

11, 16%

18, 25%
42, 59%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

18, 22%

5, 6%

58, 72%

Commercial: Female size 

limit of 105 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

17, 24%

11, 15%
43, 61%

Recreational: Female size 

limit of 105 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Proposed boundaries (Dunalley Bridge to Henty River) 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• General support. • Against lines generally.

• Recommend Cape Sorrell or Sandy Cape.

14, 17%

15, 19%

52, 64%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

13, 18%

23, 33%

35, 49%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

7, 9%

4, 5%

70, 86%

Commercial: Male size 

limit of 110 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

15, 21%

11, 16%
45, 63%

Recreational: Male size limit 

of 110 mm

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Recreational measures to support the proposed size 

limit zones 

Recreational tail marking 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Support recreational tags

• Stronger monitoring of

recreational harvest,

including app

• Concerns re: animal

welfare

• Complicated • Support recreational tags

• Difficult to educate and enforce; honest

mistakes; high rate of non-compliance

• Suggestion rec fishers would cut tails

and throw back into water to prevent

commercial harvest

Recreational and community 

• Compliance explanation

needed, especially fishers

travelling or around the

State

• Complicated

• Animal welfare concern

• Current rules sufficient

• Use coloured tags

• Complicated

• Animal welfare concerns

• Safety concerns (cutting large strong

animals)

• Alternative measures (tags, hole punch)

17, 21%

7, 9%

55, 70%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

17, 24%

17, 24%

37, 52%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Transiting between size zones with a transiting report 

Between size zones 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Sensible / efficiency

• Penalties for non-compliance

• Prefer aligning size limit zones

• Difficult to enforce

• Rec sector should be subject to same

transiting rules as commercial sector

Recreational and community 

• Allows access to safer boat

ramps across boundaries

• Should be clearer that transited

fish must be legal in both zones

• Should focus on

simplicity

• Complex

• Prefer state-wide standardised size (so

no zones)

Through closed waters with rock lobster pots on board with a gear transiting 

report 

22, 28%

13, 17%

43, 55%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

19, 26%

20, 27%

34, 47%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

9, 12%

5, 6%

63, 82%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

11, 16%

10, 14%

50, 70%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Sensible if report made, easier in future with app

• Support for rec fishers transiting from Dover or

Recherche Bay to reduce EC pressure

• General against

Recreational and community 

• May relieve pressure at Southport for Dover

fishers

• Support the rule, but rules need to be simple;

reporting too onerous

• For some boats sea transiting is the only option

• Transiting through

Channel should be

allowed

• Loophole concerns

Commercial measures to support the proposed size 

zones 

Vessel Monitoring System (VMS) 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Switch on with pre-fishing report

• What is ongoing cost to industry?

• Remove pre- and post- fishing

reports

• Concern about accuracy of location

information and data access

• Units must be

inexpensive to

operate and

reliable

• Concern about

data access

• Cost to industry

• Does not appear to remove

paperwork and red tape

• Support for roaming vessels /

operating near closed waters

• Should be able to switch units off

when returned to port

21, 26%

10, 12%51, 62%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

2, 3%

11, 15%

60, 82%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• General support for improved

management

Recreational and community 

• Will enable maps of relative fishing

pressure

• Concern about costs

• Needed to enforce fishing distance

from boat ramps

• VMS is standard elsewhere and

should be standard in Tasmania

• Cost

Commercial transit report 

Changes to the definition of commercial transiting 

19, 24%

24, 31%

35, 45%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

19, 25%

28, 36%

30, 39%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Changing a previously nominated fishing area at sea 

Other recreational changes 

Sharing rock lobster when fishing in a group 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Common practice, current rule

unable to be enforced

• Requires compliance

• Support for app / tags

• Concerned about additional EC

pressure

• Concerned about

additional pressure

• Concerned about additional EC

pressure

• Common practice

• Should be recorded

• Commercial fishers cannot “gift excess”

• Individual should mean individual, not

boat

13, 17%

7, 9%

58, 74%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

30, 39%

5, 6%

42, 55%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

8, 11%
1, 1%

65, 88%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Recreational and community 

• Common sense; already

occurs. “Who would throw

back extra fish when his friend

has none!”

• Recognises that fishing is a

social, group activity and

therefore catch sharing makes

sense on a boat.

• Better than returning fish.

• Suggestions of extending it to

other licence holders on the

boat who do not have a pot i.e

share the catch from one pot.

• Extend to divers and ring

fishers.

• Concerns about additional fishing

pressure and the effect on the stock

• Do not support sharing as hookah

divers will do it. Do not support as it is

too hard to police.

• Query the complexity.

• Can there be a time period or space

where fishers on the boat retain the

catch and then consolidate the catch

and mark it, e.g.., remove requirement

to mark the tails before pulling another

pot.

• Query distance of 250 m

Holding rock lobster on an unattended recreational vessel 

Key themes from comments:  

Support (n=1) Neutral/Not sure 

(n=3) 

Do not support (n=8) 

Commercial 

• Provided bag limits followed • Difficult to police

• Provided possession

limits followed

• Could be linked to

size of vessel

• Support for tags / reporting

• General against

• Concern increased pressure

• Concern about deliberate rule breaking

• Concern about mortality / welfare

41, 53%

18, 23%

19, 24%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

13, 18%

19, 26%
41, 56%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Support (n=1) Neutral/Not sure 

(n=3) 

Do not support (n=8) 

Recreational and community 

• Differing support for different

scenarios (e.g., going ashore

on an island)

• Presents a better option than

a cauf which is an onerous for

multiple fishers, and then it

may be subject to pilfering.

• Not needed • Complexity

• Potential loophole

Allowing conditional approval from an automated lost or irretrievable 

gear reporting service 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Common sense, promotes safety

• May encourage poor stewardship (leaving

pots when can’t be bothered retrieving)

• Increased depredation

• Support for fines for “littering”

• May encourage poor

stewardship (leaving

pots when can’t be

bothered retrieving)

Recreational and community 

• Safety improvement

• Show fishers where gear has been lost on a

map

• Public awareness is to be given for all un-

retrieved pots, those finding and able to

retrieve them should be rewarded and

given an opportunity to return them to the

rightful owner.

• Superfluous as gear must

be marked

• Concern about cost.

• Requirements to have

phone and phone

coverage. Some fishers

do not have a phone.

7, 9%

17, 22%

54, 69%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

3, 4%
7, 10%

63, 86%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Recreational catch reporting 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Accurate catch and effort information

should be collected for both sectors

• Support tags

• Current trial technology should be

rolled out, develop an improved app

in future

• Unsure about

mandatory

Recreational and community 

• Important to get recreational catch

information to help manage the fishery

• Alternative methods supported (e.g.,

tags, individual season limits,

logbooks)

• App requirements (e.g., reminds you

when you get to the water, multiple

accounts to allow one report per

boat)

• Offline data reporting needed

• No catch/effort data for recs

• Trial period of 3-5 years

• Need compliance for catch reporting

• Reporting to

those who

collect the data

• Wilfully

disobedient

fishers will not

report

• Unsure about mandatory

• Offline data reporting needed for

remote areas/less technologically

able

• Complexity

• Support tags instead

• Not warranted given the rec catch

is relatively small to commercial.

• Catch estimation techniques are

accurate enough for management

with out the need to burden

fishers undertaking a leisure

activity.

• Data security sharing fishing spots.

1, 1%

81, 99%

Commercial

Neutral/Not sure Support

21, 28%

13, 18%

40, 54%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Discontinuing the special rock lobster licence 

Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• General support • Support for it

remaining outside of

catch cap areas

• To allow fishers who may not fish often

throughout the year the opportunity to

take a decent catch

• Consideration of special licence for

certain locations

Recreational and community 

• Allowing special possession

limits is not sustainable and

beyond the amount a

recreational fisher needs.

• A long way to go and

costly

• Uncertain about impact

on the stock

• Beneficial for those who only make one

trip or few trips a year

• Will discourage effort shift from east to

west

Presumption of take and possession 

12, 15%

12, 15%

56, 70%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

24, 32%

28, 38%

22, 30%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

11, 14%

12, 15%

56, 71%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

17, 23%

14, 19%

42, 58%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Would require increased compliance

• Would require discretion and

establish the facts beyond reasonable

doubt / no innocent person should be

convicted because they were in the

vicinity / should go to courts

• Regulator should not

have deeming rights

• Innocent until proven guilty vs.

presumption of guilt

• Supports tagging

Recreational and community 

• Seems fair; someone is responsible

• Only if it’s in their possession

• Skipper of the boat should be held

responsible

• Will make the job of Marine Police

easier

• Slippery slope • Potential for unfair/unjust

prosecution

• Violates assumption of

innocence until proven guilty

• Skipper of the boat should be

held responsible

• Police decision could be biased

Proposal to expand the 60 pots area 

Expanding the 60 pots area 

Current and proposed 60-pot areas for the commercial fishery 
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Key themes from comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

Commercial 

• Fishing efficiency: supports

commercial fleet; allows

larger boats to remain

economically viable;

opportunities for next

generation; improved mental

health; no input controls

needed for quota fishery; will

offset poor catch rates from

size limit changes; should be

no line on west coast

• Supports marketing: consist

supply for processing and

markets

• TRLFA position: previously

voted for and supported by

peak body; length-pot

relationship was removed so

60 pots should be introduced

• No pot limit: quota managed

fishery so don’t need input

controls

• Quota: force up prices; pressure on quota

market; investor issues; harder to access

quota; additional cost to fishers

• Disadvantages small boats: forced out of

industry; reduced size of fishing fleet;

impacts regional communities; barrier to

new entrants

• Market issues: won’t solve market issues;

will exacerbate market issues by flooding

market

• Increased conflict: general race to fish;

between fishers and sectors; shifting effort

from big boats to north and east; forces

smaller boats to fish unsafe conditions

• North East Catch Cap: race to fish

• Increased pressure on depleted stocks: low

biomass and egg production – why allow

more fishing pressure?

• No science to suggest stocks can support

this; no modelling on social/economic

impacts

• General against

Recreational and community 

• Problem is with the total

removals, not the speed at

which rock lobster are caught

• Need a maximum number of

pots in an area

• Reasonable trade-off if there

are heavy East Coast

commercial restrictions.

• Under quota,

won’t change

much unless

soak time

increases and

affects

depredation or

bycatch

• Pots numbers should be reduced

• Will push smaller fishing vessels out of the

industry

• Will increase effort in vulnerable areas like

the North West

• Will encourage more pots in the same

areas.

• Various resource sharing issues and options

raised including less pots in the ECSRZ.

55, 58%

2, 2%

38, 40%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

46, 61%

21, 28%

8, 11%

Recreational

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Proposed boundaries (Whale Head westward to Red Rocks) 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Supports St Helens Point rather

than Red Rocks

• Line should be at St Helens

Point, rather than Red Rocks.

• No decision should be made

until the SW 60-pot zone is

reviewed.

• There should be no lines on

the water and 60 pots should

apply statewide.

• No support for 60-pots anywhere (n=20)

• Line should be at St Helens Point, rather

than Red Rocks (n=8)

• Specific comments that the northern or

southern boundary should be elsewhere

(n=6)

55, 69%

6, 7%

19, 24%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Commercial changes to improve quota monitoring 

Using loading tank reports when moving fish to a holding tank 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Movement report already in the rules

• Ensures traceability – important for

proper policing of the fishery

• More compliance

• Redundant duplication of

existing rules

Processors separating catch by size zone 

4, 5%

13, 17%

61, 78%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

10, 13%

17, 22%

51, 65%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Processors should not be

accountable for any misleading

comments from the fisher

• Area catch was taken from must

always be identifiable

• Burdensome on processors

• Risks when more than one

fisher's catch in the truck

• Thought this already applied

• Potential to be important

compliance measure and a

logistical challenge

• More work for processors:

o will lids and tags for bins be

needed

o what about separating at the

factory

o needed if fish will be sent

together from processors?

• Doesn't matter after it's been sold

• Too complicated for processors (e.g.,

when dealing with multiple boats, harsh

conditions)

• Catches from different fishers are

usually already differentiated, which

should be sufficient

• State-wide consistent size would render

unnecessary

• Unpoliceable

Direct selling requirements 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• More red tape will reduce

number of fishers doing it -

already too hard for many

• Will be a chore

• Demonstrates compliance and

this may increase social licence

amongst customers

• Underestimation of many kilos

unlikely, as rounding down would be

minimal over a day's worth of sales

• Two decimal places can be logistically

challenging (wind, lobster movements)

• Why are regional coloured tags

needed when VMS will show where a

fisher has been

• Additional cost/onerous effort for

no benefit, making direct sales even

harder

• Regional tags unnecessary

• Inequity of reporting requirements

between commercial and

recreational sector

17, 22%

16, 21%

43, 57%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Setting pots at night 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Night fishing is

detrimental as it increases

stress for

nonparticipants/increases

potlifts/decreases

CPUE/shortens the fishing

season/increases the race

to fish

• Suggest alternate timing:

o One hour before

sunset to one hour

before sunrise

o 10pm of one day and

3am of next in

summer months

• Unnecessary given the

Quota Management

System/catch caps

• Should also apply to

hauling pots

• Keep current settings

• Rules should be removed

• Do not support any restrictions to

setting pots under a Quota

Management System

• Reduces efficiency

• No shooting pots in the dark (e.g.,

shoot at last light, lift at first light)

• Does not allow for working in strong

tidal conditions (e.g., slack tide) which

can mean a limited window for

accessing pots.

• Double night shooting should be

considered to increase efficiency

• If uniformity is the goal, give all fishers

the longest possible time to shoot in.

26, 34%

14, 18%

37, 48%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Marking of fish cauf buoys 

Ports of landing and possession 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Existing emergency provision to

unload to the usual ports due to

inundation of fresh water or warm

water should remain

• Haven’t seen proposed changes

• Support current settings

• Does this apply for unloaded lobsters on

land

• Do not support if it is a means of getting

rid of the Alternate Place of Unloading

Endorsement

1, 1%

16, 20%

62, 79%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

12, 16%

29, 39%

34, 45%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Other commercial management changes 

Personal retention changes 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• 20 per year is more than

enough

• In principle yes, but query

an unload limit of five

• Expression of goodwill to

the recreational sector

• Currently can’t afford to

possess any

• Potentially added expense of

tagging the fish

• Recreational fishers should

tag/report personal fish if

commercial fishers are

required to

• 30 per year is fair

• Taking injured rock lobsters home is reasonable as

they have no market value otherwise

• 20 is too small a limit, especially shared amongst

crew

• Inequity when the commercial sector is asked to

account for every fish, yet recreational take is

unconstrained and not required to be tagged

• No need to change current settings

• No rock lobster for personal use unless it is

subtracted from quota

• Unload limit of five should be able to be saved up

and 20 taken at once for a special occasion

• Why reduce if the average is ~10

• Tags should be used for everyone who wants to

take home a fish

• 20 is reasonable, but fishers should be able to take

a lobster home to feed their family

31, 40%

9, 11%

38, 49%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Exclusion of supervisors from 200 quota unit threshold 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Limit on ownership of quota

needed (superannuation funds

holding more and bidding to

drive up the price)

• Rule should apply to

ownership of quota, not to

supervisors, particularly

owner-operators who have

invested in the fishery

• Should be the same for

everyone

• Need to stop restricting the

fisherman who can catch the

stock, particularly those that

can catch larger quantities

• Supervisors are fishers who

catch fish owned by investors.

For them to have a chance of

owning some quota, they

must be exempt from the 200

unit rule.

• Limit on ownership of

quota needed

(superannuation funds

holding more and

bidding to drive up the

price)

• Rule should apply to

ownership of quota, not

to supervisors

• Need to ensure cannot

be manipulated to let a

supervisor catch, or

benefit from the

catching of, more than

20 tonnes

• Will allow larger operators to

increase control/be detrimental to

most of the fishing fleet/may drive

smaller operators out of business

• Can be abused - a licence holder

could catch 200 units and then lease

another entitlement and catch more

• A small number of individuals would

benefit (particularly larger

operators)

• Should allow more people to

participate in catching the public

resource/lobster is a public

resource

• Should be dealt with using a case-

by-case exemption

• Discriminates against actual licence

holders and is unnecessary

• Existing 20 tonne limit is enough

40, 51%

10, 13%

28, 36%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Capacity to authorise an alternative pot design 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Supports efficiency

• Already possible under permit

• Don’t want to lose iconic pot

shape – part of product appeal

• CPUE and assessment implications

• Current pots suitable

• Don’t want bigger pots / multiple

openings – left out longer

Capacity to carry over TACC in exceptional circumstances 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• General support, unless biological influence

or poor management has depleted biomass

• Support for when investors refuse to release

quota for fishing

• Allows operational flexibility

• Carryover better than forcing fishers to

catch them when price is low – better for

stock also

• Creates problems with effort

and markets

• One unit and under is

enough

• Fish left in water is good

20, 26%

15, 19%

42, 55%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

18, 23%

3, 4%

57, 73%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Returning lobsters to sea under exceptional circumstances 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• General support if healthy

• Allow fishers to return fish to sea if the

beach price is too low – better return

at later date

• Useful subset of translocation – need

preselected areas close to all major

unloading ports

• Provided no welfare

issues

• Depends on what is

exceptional

Removal of giant crab bycatch 

Key themes from commercial comments: 

Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• General support –

low biomass

• Should apply to rec

sector also

• Important bonus

• Can’t hurt the crab stocks

6, 8%

8, 10%

64, 82%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support

22, 28%

16, 20%

41, 52%

Commercial

Do not support Neutral/Not sure Support
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Support Neutral/Not sure Do not support 

• Bring back in future

if fishery recovers

• Should apply to rec

and trawlers also

• Weight limit per trip

• Small total bycatch

• Will never be reinstated – suspension rather

than removal of provision

• Address trawl interactions first

• Concerns fish won’t survive return to water
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Appendix Two: Representations received 

from peak bodies 



TARFish Response to Rock Lobster Rule Changes (31 May 2022) Page 1 of 10 

Response to Rock Lobster Fishery  
Proposed Rules and Policy Changes 
(May 2022) 

INTRODUCTION – FOR RULE CHANGES (NOT EAST COAST PROPOSALS) 

TARFish acknowledges the pressing need for the Rock Lobster Fishery Management Plan (the 
Fisheries (Rock Lobster) Rules 2011) to be remade owing to the expiration on 31 October 2022. 

It is important to consider their remake in the context of several other processes underway or 
due to commence. Specifically, the review of the Living Marine Resources Act 1995 (the LMRA 
of the Act), the development of a resource sharing framework, and a harvest plan for the rock 
lobster fishery.  

These are crucial to the development of new rules that will have effect for a decade. 

TARFish is particularly concerned that the development of the harvest strategy and the 
outcome of the review of the LMRA (i.e. new or amended legislation) is a necessary 
consideration and therefore rule changes that are likely to have a significant impact on the 
nature, structure and returns to community from the rock lobster fishery should be minimised 
in this process.  Major changes could be facilitated by later rule amendments. TARFish notes 
that the current rules were amended seven times in the last decade demonstrating that later 
change to the rules could be considered.  

On balance, the overall rule changes proposed for recreational fishers are well supported by 
TARFish and the following sets out the specific issues or concerns related to each matter.  

Regarding the proposed commercial rule changes, TARFish has confined its comments to 
those aspects that may impact the overall fishery or increase conflict between the two sectors 
and specifically the proposed 60 pot area and carry over provisions. 

TARFish has limited comment on the proposed east coast policy changes as it not appropriate 
to assess each individual measure but should be considered as a package of initiatives with 
their combined impact properly modelled. TARFish has provided its rock lobster policy position 
to assist the Government understand TARFish’s position on rock lobster.  

PART 2: 

Changes for all fishers 
Aligning regional size limits with growth rates 
TARFish is generally supportive of aligning rock lobster size limits with regional growth rates as 
it: 

- Underpins stock recovery
- Increases productivity
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- Improves spawning rates
- Increases long-term catch rates

Overall, TARFish supports the alignment of the size limits with growth rates and through 
participation in the community consultation sessions, it appeared there was broad support 
amongst those that attended.  

However, the short-term impact on recreational fishers is disproportionate. Based on the 
Institute for Marine and Antarctic Studies (IMAS) document titled “Information regarding the 
NRE Tas size limit proposal for the Tasmanian Rock lobster fishery” which states “This change 
is likely to result in CPUE decreases of 25% (stock assessment area 3) to 50% (stock 
assessment area 2)…” 

This represents a significant reduction in the recreational catch for the next 2-3 years. 

Using the available numbers (noting that TARFish has requested a formal modelled impact of 
the catch reduction but it is not available at the time of writing), it appears that the overall 
impact on the recreational catch will be a reduction of approximately 15% state-wide.  

This is concerning for a number of reasons. 

There is no indication that there will be a commensurate reduction in the commercial TAC 
(TACC) by 15%. Whilst their CPUE will also reduce, it does not follow that the catch will be 
reduced, only that it will take more effort to catch it. This compares to the recreational catch 
whereby it is unlikely that recreational fishers will increase effort to catch the same amount as 
in previous years.  

The weight of this measure to constrain catch is therefore entirely borne by the recreational 
sector. This is an unacceptable outcome.   

To expand further, this is particularly concerning for the East coast (Areas 1-3) where 75% of 
the recreational catch comes from. Areas 2 and 3 representing 33% of the overall recreational 
catch will experience a 25-50% potential reduction in catch for the next 2-3 years. 

TARFish acknowledges that there was a 10% reduction in the commercial East Coast Catch 
Cap to 94 tonnes however this reduction was not removed from the overall TACC. It also 
shows that the recreational sector will experience a proportionally greater drop in catch 
compared to the commercial sector on the East Coast.  

It is not reasonable to expect recreational fishers to have their catch on the East Coast 
effectively constrained as a result of this measure whereas the commercial sector is expected 
to maintain catches in this area through increased fishing effort. 

This is not an equitable outcome.  

TARFish has formed the view that there are two potential equitable solutions: 

1. Constrain the commercial catch in Areas 2-3 by between 25-50% for the next 2-3
years; or

2. Close the East coast fishery for 1-2 years to all sectors to accelerate recovery; or
3. Extend the recreational season to align with the general season opening in November.

In addition, through the state-wide consultation process it was evident that there was 
significant support from amongst recreational fishers to close the east coast fishery for 1-2 
years to all sectors to accelerate recovery.  

Further, the commercial ‘race to fish’ argument by IMAS is questionable given prevailing 
market forces that are driving catches of larger (1-1.5kg) red fish with some processors 
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refusing to take any brindles. The East Coast supports these larger, red fish and therefore 
despite the reduction in CPUE it is unlikely to deter the ‘race to fish’ as the market is driving the 
effort.  Anecdotally, across both sectors, many fishers are of the view that the East coast is 
fishing ‘better than it has been in years’ which further supports the argument that the ‘race to 
fish’ will not be significantly mitigated.  

TARFish notes that the introduction of size limit regions aligned with growth rates will increase 
complexity of management due to the number of ‘lines on maps’ and recommends that should 
the changes come into effect that there is significant communication with recreational fishers 
to facilitate broad compliance with the changes.  

As previously noted, TARFish would like to see specific modelling on the impact in terms of 
biological benefit particularly for extending the female size to 120mm all the way around from 
the north to the East Coast. By extending the increased size limit around the east coast it 
removes one more compliance line. However, TARFish expects that the impact on this in the 
southern parts of the East coast may have a substantial additional impact on catch rates in 
this region. Therefore, TARFish supports maintaining the lines as presented.  

The above comments reinforce the need to have a whole-of-fishery harvest strategy in place 
as quickly as possible.  

TARFish also welcomes the introduction of Vessel Monitoring Systems on all commercial rock 
lobster vessels and notes that this was a recommendation of RecFAC in February 2020.  

Recreational fishery changes

Tail marking recreational rock lobster 
TARFish is generally supportive of the proposed tail marking for regional catches. 

TARFish notes that comments were made in community consultation meetings that there is 
potential for recreational fishers to tail mark just undersize fish and returning to the water from 
a view that it prevents commercial fishers from taking the fish later is the season as they grow 
through. However, TARFish considers this to be unlikely and certainly not widespread. Further, 
this would only apply to fish that have not shelled, again reducing the long-term impact.  

Recreational transiting reports 
Zone transiting reports 
TARFish is generally supportive of the zone transiting provisions. 

TARFish notes that the requirement is “at least 1 hour before transiting”. TARFish suggests that 
any time before transiting is adequate. However, it would be preferable to have a “pre-
departure report” as those impacted likely to know they will be transiting pre-departure That 
way all that is required is a cancellation report if the fisher changes intended fishing location. 

Gear transiting report 
This is non-sensical as it is, in reality, no solution. To allow gear to be transported through a 
closed zone for the purpose of fishing but not then permit transiting on the return journey is 
not acceptable.  
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It is TARFish’s view that transiting with fish on board trough a closed zone be permitted if a 
transiting report is made.  

Ideally, this could be facilitated through the rock lobster app that is currently in development. 

In addition, TARFish strongly supports, and has long advocated that the southern boundary of 
the East Coast Stock Rebuilding Zone be shifted so that Dover can be included in the open 
zone.  

Sharing rock lobster when in a group 
TARFish welcomes the introduction of catch sharing arrangements and advocated strongly for 
its inclusion in the Recreational Sea fishing Strategy. Catch sharing delivers on the action 
contained within the Recreational Sea Fishing Strategy.  

TARFish considers the proposal to be acceptable overall except for the proposed 250m rule, 
whereby potters sharing catch must have pots within 250m of each other.  

TARFish’s preferred alternative is to be “within reasonable proximity” which could be defined 
as one of: 

Within line of sight; or 

Within 1km 

TARFish also notes that these changes may result in increased compliance costs and 
encourages NRE to specifically estimate the cost increases of compliance from all rule 
changes proposed to ensure they can be adequately communicated and enforced.  

Holding Rock Lobster on an unattended vessel 
TARFish is supportive of this change as it allows campers and day trippers to leave fish on 
unattended vessels for a short period. Although it is unlikely to impact many fishers, it does 
provide clarity and certainty to those that intend to leave their vessel.  

This initiative could be further supported by requiring those that intend to leave their fish on 
their vessel to log the number of fish on the rock lobster app currently in development.  

Lost or irretrievable gear reporting service 
TARFish supports the changes to the irretrievable gear reporting service as it reduces the 
pressure on the Fishwatch service. This initiative could be further supported by including the 
ability to log lost or irretrievable gear in the rock lobster app currently in development to further 
streamline the process and reduce the need to use a telephone service.  

TARFish also recommends good quality communication with rock lobster licence holders to 
ensure they are aware of the new reporting number.  

TARFish further recommends that the telephone service be adequately resourced as rock 
lobster fishing often happens on weekends and outside regular business hours.  

Recreational catch reporting 
TARFish offers qualified support for recreational catch reporting. Specially, TARFish supports 
the use of mandatory catch reporting for recreationally licensed fishers and would only be 
used when fishery is rated as unsustainable (i.e. under 40% virgin biomass).  
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TARFish suggests that should reporting be made mandatory that the current monitoring 
methods are run in tandem for a period to ensure that there is sufficient confidence in the data 
captured.  

Discontinuing the special rock lobster licence 
TARFish supports discontinuing the special rock lobster licence on the basis it impacts a 
relatively small number of fishers (approximately 60) and is not well supported by the west 
coast community as it facilitates increased catch concentrations over a relatively small area 
that is often limited by weather conditions.  

Presumption of take and possession 
TARFish supports this rule change on the basis in improves compliance and reduces potential 
for poaching.  

Commercial Fishery Changes 
TARFish is confining its comments on commercial fishery changes to those aspects that may 
impact the overall fishery or increase conflict between the two sectors and specifically the 
proposed 60 pot area and carry over provisions.  

Expanding the 60-pot area 
TARFish does not support the expansion of the 60-pot area for several reasons. 

Localised depletion 
TARFish is concerned that the concentration of effort from individual vessels may result in 
localised depletion, particularly as the commercial market is demanding larger, red fish which 
results in increased inshore fishing activity. Further, it is likely that this will increase conflict 
between recreational and commercial fishers in these areas.  

Transfer of effort 
TARFish is of the view that the prevailing market conditions for larger, red fish has resulted in a 
substantial transfer of effort to the north-west coast of Tasmania. This is evidenced by the 
40% increase in commercial catch from Area 5 over the last 5 years from 198t in 2016 to 275t 
in 2020. This catch represents over 25% of the TACC coming from a highly compromised area 
which currently has a biomass of 11% and egg production at 16%. An expansion of the 60-pot 
area to include Area 5 in particular is likely to increase the number of vessels from other parts 
of the state targeting the area. This is inconsistent with best-practice fisheries management.  

Absence of harvest strategy to guide decision making 
The expansion of the 60-pot area in advance of development of a fishery harvest plan is 
counter to best practice fisheries management. TARFish notes the significant number of 
changes made to the current Rock Lobster rules throughout their 10-year application and 
strongly recommends that the 60-pot area be considered under a harvest strategy. Given the 
poor state of the fishery in the areas that are proposed to expand the 60-pot area, it could 
reasonably be concluded that NRE may be perceived as managing the commercial sectors 
profit interests above fisheries resource management.  

On balance, TARFish is of the view that the expansion of the 60-pot rule should not be 
supported or implemented until a harvest strategy is in place and the review of the LMRA is 
completed. This will ensure that any change aligns with these two critical guiding documents. 
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Carry-over provisions 
TARFish does not support the capacity to carry over TACC if under-caught in exceptional 
circumstances provisions.  

As described in TARFish’s submission to the LMRA Review, TARFish identified risks associated 
with the decision-making powers of the Minister, specifically: 

No requirement to provide a statement of reasons when a decision is made 

The absence of harvest strategies (except abalone) and other binding documents such as a 
resource sharing framework to inform and guide decisions  

The potential for political influence of decisions 

No effective review or appeal rights to decisions unless through the Resource Management 
and Planning Appeals Tribunal (RMPAT) or in some instances the parliament (for rule changes) 

The new rule as proposed would provide the Minister with effectively an unbounded decision-
making power. This is particularly so in the absence of a Harvest Strategy.  

TARFish also questions the framing of this rule change in the Proposed Rule Changes 
discussion paper which uses the example of “Covid-19”. Covid-19 had very little impact on the 
commercial rock lobster sector. It was the result of loss of access to the Chinese market.  The 
commercial sector has made a deliberate and longstanding decision, and known risk, to 
prioritise profit by selling almost exclusively to the Chinese Market. Their failure to develop 
other markets or distribute risk by having a spread of markets (some with less profitability) is a 
risk that was taken on by the sector.  

It is unclear to TARFish why the Minister responsible for fisheries resource management would 
be exposing the Government to the significant risk of market manipulation. This risk is 
amplified by the absence of any definition of “exceptional circumstances” or process or 
evaluation method by which it is determined.  There is also no independence to the 
assessment. It relies solely on the discretion of the Minister of the day. This is an unacceptable 
outcome.  

With regard to “exceptional circumstances” involving biosecurity, the Minister currently has the 
power to issue directions under the LMRA (section 270). Subsection (4) states “A direction 
under subsection (1) may be inconsistent with a management plan and, in such a case, the 
direction prevails to the extent of the inconsistency.” This clause therefore allows the Minister 
to make a carryover provision in the event of a biosecurity event. Therefore, it can be assumed 
that the inclusion of this rule change is for the specific purpose of enacting carry-over for 
market-driven circumstances. TARFish re-states that it is unclear why the Minister responsible 
for fisheries resource management would be exposing the Government to the significant risk 
of market manipulation.  

In terms of its application with regard to resource management, any decision regarding carry-
over would need to align with a harvest strategy.  

Therefore, in TARFish’s view, there should be no change to the carry-over provisions until the 
review of the LMRA is completed and the harvest strategy in place.  
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PART 3: EAST COAST POLICY 

TARFish understands the need to socialise concepts regarding a specific East Coast Rock 
Lobster policy, particularly given its import to recreational fishers.  

Overall, TARFish considers the risk of developing positions at this early stage of development 
of the new strategy to be risky and looks forward to seeing the responses from recreational 
fishers before formulating a specific view on many of the proposals.  

TARFish also notes that at RecFAC meeting #77 there was a recommendation for a review of 
the current East Coast Stock Rebuilding Plan. 

It is important to understand what aspects of that plan worked well and how it could be 
improved for any future plan. It would also assist in the development of a fishery-wide harvest 
plan. It appears unusual that a 10-year strategy would not be reviewed at its conclusion and is 
of concern to TARFish that one is not being progressed to inform this process.  

TARFish recommendation: 

That a review of the  East Coast Stock Rebuilding Strategy 2013-2023  be undertaken to 
identify what worked well and what could be improved for any future plan. 

In 2020, TARFish developed a Rock Lobster Policy and consulted it with recreational fishers. It 
received broad support and is provided as an attachment to this document as it sets out the 
organisations position and approach to rock lobster management, including the East Coast.  

TARFish recommendation: 

That the Department consider TARFish’s Rock Lobster policy as a response from 
TARFish to be read in conjunction with this document. 

TARFish is of the strong view that a ‘scenario’ based approach to developing East Coast 
options be taken that includes all measures proposed, the stock rebuilding target and time to 
achieve it, assessment of alignment with a fishery-wide harvest strategy, and modelled 
impacts on the sectors.  

TARFish recommendation: 

That a ‘scenario’ based approach to developing East coast options be taken that 
includes all measures proposed, the stock rebuilding target and time to achieve it, 
assessment of alignment with a fishery-wide harvest strategy, and modelled impacts 
on the sectors. 

This would allow fishers from all sectors to determine which “scenario”, on balance and with all 
of the necessary information, is most acceptable to them.  

TARFish has provided comment below on three matters: 

- Scope of the policy
- Stock rebuilding targets
- Size limits
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Scope of East Coast Policy 
TARFish strongly supports returning the entire rock lobster fishery to a sustainable level and 
notes the extreme importance that recreational fishers place on the east coast Areas (1-3) as 
75% of recreationally caught rock lobster comes from these areas.  

However, TARFish considers that a state-wide harvest strategy is needed prior to formulating 
a specific East Coast Policy. It is important to consider any specific settings for the East Coast 
in light of an overall fishery harvest strategy to ensure that we do not ‘sit on a balloon’, that is, 
where a group of settings for one area inadvertently impacts on another area through things 
like displaced effort for example.  

TARFish recommendation: 

(a) That a state-wide harvest strategy be developed prior to formulating an East Coast
policy.

(b) That any East Coast policy must demonstrate that it will not result in further
deterioration of the remainder of the fishery.

To further explain, the Government has identified the Limit Reference Points (LRP’s) for Egg 
Production and Virgin Biomass are a “bottom line”. The Institute for Marine and Antarctic 
Studies (IMAS) 2020/21 Preliminary Rock Lobster Assessment Summary (IMAS Assessment) 
states, “This reference point has been set at a level below which subsequent recruitment may 
be impacted, hence is a critical limit reference point for ensuring sustainability.”  

The current egg production limit and virgin biomass limits are well below the LRP’s for Areas 2-
5.  

Area Biomass Egg Prod 
LRP 20% 30% 
1 23% 45% 
2 13% 22% 
3 15% 23% 
4 18% 21% 
5 13% 16% 
6 33% 44% 
7 21% 44% 
8 40% 65% 

The Department has advised it is keeping a ‘watching brief’ on Areas 4-5 despite the 
Government’s own LRP’s being breached. To not take action with a management plan for all 
areas below these limits is not appropriate. Despite this, the TACC reduction on the East Coast 
was not applied to the overall TAC and the result is the expected transfer of effort. This is 
evidenced most strongly in Area 5 which has experienced a 39% increase in commercial catch 
over the last 5 years.  

Using the logic and arguments applied by the Government in its discussion document for the 
need for an East coast Stock Rebuilding Plan, it follows that a plan is also required for Areas 4-
5 or the East Coast plan is extended to Areas 4-5. 
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TARFish recommendation: 

(a) That Areas 4 and 5 are added to the East coast Policy; or

(b) That Areas 4 and 5 have their own stock rebuilding strategy developed alongside
the East Coast strategy.

TARFish is of the strong view that management decisions must support the LRP’s being 
maintained at a minimum.  

The overall Total Allowable Catch (TAC) is the primary control to constrain catch. 

Repeating a points in TARFish’s last two TAC submissions: the report titled In pursuit of 
maximum economic yield in an ITQ managed lobster fisher (Gardner et al, 2015) states “A 
gradual change in TACC of even 1% per annum also improved biological performance 
measures. Catch rate (and thus revenue per potlift) improved as stock rebuilding occurred with 
lower TACCs. Egg production is used as a measure of biological sustainability in this fishery 
and the projected median trend was downward under the status quo TACC, but this trend was 
reversed by annual 1% TACC reductions.” 

When viewed in this context, a 1-2% reduction is meaningful in retuning to a minimum safe 
level for the fishery.  

TARFish recommendation: That TAC setting is an important mechanism for 
constraining catch which needs to be applied to demonstrate the Government’s 
commitment to its own Limit Reference Point (LRP) for all Areas. 

Stock rebuilding targets 
It is TARFish’s view that the stock should be returned to a minimum of 40%. However, it is not 
possible to develop a fully informed view on the stock rebuilding targets as no information is 
provided as to what the impact is on all sectors by reaching them at proposed times or earlier 
or later timeline. For example, it may be preferable to extend the timeline by 2 years to 
preserve access to the fishery or it may be better to speed up recovery with a complete 
closure so that catch restrictions can be reduced sooner.  

As noted previously, TARFish is of the strong view that a ‘scenario’ based approach to 
developing East Coast options be taken that includes all measures proposed, the stock 
rebuilding target and time to achieve it, assessment of alignment with a fishery-wide harvest 
strategy, and modelled impacts on the sectors. 

Size limits 
There appears to be strong reliance on the overall benefit of size limits, including for the East 
coast.  

As stated earlier in this submission, the introduction of the proposed size limits will likely 
reduce the Recreational take by 15% over the next 2-3 years.  

However, there is no indication that there will be a commensurate reduction in the commercial 
TAC (TACC) by 15% from the East Coast. Whilst their CPUE will also reduce, it does not follow 
that the catch will be reduced, only that it will take more effort to catch it. This compares to the 
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recreational catch whereby it is unlikely that recreational fishers will increase effort to catch 
the same amount as in previous years.  

The weight of this measure to constrain catch is therefore primarily borne by the recreational 
sector. This is an unacceptable outcome.   

This is particularly concerning for the East Coast (Areas 1-3) where 75% of the recreational 
catch comes from. Areas 2 and 3 representing 33% of the overall recreational catch will 
experience a 25-50% potential reduction in catch for the next 2-3 years. 

TARFish acknowledges that there was a 10% reduction in the commercial East Coast Catch 
Cap to 94 tonnes however this reduction was not removed from the overall TACC. It also 
shows that the recreational sector will experience a proportionally greater drop in catch 
compared to the commercial sector on the East Coast.  

It is not reasonable to expect recreational fishers to have their catch on the East Coast 
significantly constrained as a result of this measure whereas the commercial sector is 
expected to maintain catches in this area through increased fishing effort. 

This is not an equitable outcome. 

TARFish recommendation: That the principle of equity should be applied when 
introducing measures to improve sustainability. 

TARFish has formed the view that there are three potential equitable solutions: 

(a) Constrain the commercial catch in Areas 2-3 by between 25-50% for the next 2-3
years; or

(b) Close the East coast fishery for 1-2 years to all sectors to accelerate recovery; or

(c) Extend the recreational season to align with the general season opening in
November.



2022 Draft Rock Lobster Management Plan 
Amendments 

Commercial Fishery Response by the 
Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishers Association. 

The TRLFA is the peak body of the commercial rock lobster fishing sector in Tasmania representing 
both quota owners and fishing members. 

This is the TRLFA’s formal response to the issues raised in the proposed Amendments. 

The Board of the TRLFA has relied on the personal advocacy connections made by Board Members 
and feedback received from the TRLFA Members, by the nine Directors and the Chief Executive 
Officer. 

Further, the Board has had regard for the views expressed by Members and other industry 
participants in the five Port Meetings held by the Principal Fishery Manager, which either the CEO or 
the President attended. 
A month or so later, the rigorous TRLFA schedule of nine Port Meetings, most of which had good 
representation of the fishing fleet in their local and regional areas, was a key process informing the 
Board. 
Most meetings had multiple Board representatives present and the CEO and President attended all 
nine meetings. 
At each of these 14 port meetings each proposed Rule change, and the East Coast Policy document 
was comprehensively explored. 

This document will follow the path of the on-line submission format. 

We have no reason to request that this submission should remain 
confidential. 

Section 1. Aligning size limits with growth rates. 
We absolutely agree with the general fishery management principle, as well as a general aspiration, 
that all size limits should align with local lobster growth rates and sexual maturity. 

Section 2. 
(a)We support the Northern Zone female size limit of 120mm.
Following the recent very successful transition to this size in the North West, there appears to be
unanimous support for this new size limit across this new Northern Zone.

(b) We regret that we are not, at this stage, in a position to agree to an uplift in the male size at this
point.



The Board received strong advice from the State processing sector that this size limit would affect 
the number of “B” size fish available to processors, a size that is currently required for markets such 
as the “wedding fish” market in Asia. 
Our current market situation is quite vulnerable to post-COVID fluctuations in key markets. 
In spite of concerns that the future of this “wedding-fish “market, given the origin of it, is at best 
tenuous, we find it necessary to hold off our support for a male size limit uplift for at least one year. 

As a result, we recommend that the size limit for males in the Northern Zone remains as it is, for 
now. 

(c) Eastern Zone. The female size limit proposal is unacceptably modest, given the current local bio-
mass challenges, as well as the comparison against the proposed uplift for all female fish in the
Northern Zone.
As a result, we are bound, at a minimum, to accept the proposed uplift proposal.
However, we feel strongly that the uplift should be extended a small notch higher, up to 120mm for
females, creating a standard female size across some 75% of our total commercial fishery.
It is therefore our position that we ask for the 120mm female size to be standardised at 120mm for
the Eastern Zone.

(d) Eastern Zone male size.
Given our strong support for the general fishery management principle that all size limits should
align with local growth rates and sexual maturity, we need to think clearly about the opportunity this
proposed new male size limit presents for the long-term well-being of the stressed East Coast
Fishery.

We must acknowledge that this new male size limit will be somewhat challenging to both the regular 
commercial and recreational East Coast fishers. 
This will be especially so following some consecutive seasons of apparently extraordinary abundance 
of available sized fish. 

But the “sensible majority “of both sectors, we have strong reasons to believe, are prepared to 
accommodate a couple of years of tougher lobster abundance numbers, in order to provide for the 
long-term future of one of the finest recreational coastal zones in the world. 

Accordingly, we strongly agree with the proposed new male size limit of 115mm for male fish. 

(e) Southern Zone Females.
We had earlier taken the view that the Southern Zone, as there were no proposed changes, was not
a part of this year’s formal consultation process.
Notwithstanding that, we encountered some very strong views on both sides of the “size limits’
status quo proposition.
We present them here, in the spirit that this is an unresolved tension within the TRLFA membership,
that deserves some attention.

One clear group of fishers based in the South East and North West, expressed frustrations that the 
very small size limit of female fish in this zone, resulted in weak, poor-quality catches and many 
complaints of poor subsequent mortality rates in landed female fish from this zone. 

Another group, apparently connected to processors, were very strong in their view that, 
notwithstanding quality issues, the low per-unit values these fish attracted were of strong aggregate 
value to the volume-based processor sector. 



We choose to not take a position this year, but will seek to find some kind of consensus across our 
sector on this matter, before next year. 

(f) We are currently relaxed at the 110 mm size for male fish in this zone.
No further comment at this time.

Section 3. 
Boundaries. 
The TRLFA agrees that there is no such thing as a perfect boundary. 
The only good boundary is a non-existent one. 
However, with all the circumstances of the very long Tasmanian coastline, encompassing waters of 
vastly different depths and water temperatures, it is inevitable that boundaries need to exist. 

(a) The new Red Rocks Beach line, as a boundary between the Eastern Zone and the Northern Zone
seems sensible, in spite of local dissension on the location of this line.
The current line between the North East Catch Cap Zone and the East Coast Catch Cap Zone is at St
Helens Point, providing excellent practicality for all home-ported St Helens fishers.

If there were to be no difference between the new limits for the new Northern Zone and the Eastern 
Zone, there would be no need to consider changing this line. 

Given that, however, our recommendations for size limit outcomes for both zones are different, on 
balance, it is better that the Bay of Fires area becomes subject to the higher biomass-growth 
calculations of the East Coast Zone. 

There will need to be a redistribution of available-fish allocations between the two catch cap zones, 
from this new boundary positioning. 
We understand this may be calculated to be a 7plus tonnes increase favourable to the ECCC. 

In any event, given the generally good stock rebuilding outcomes of the North East Catch cap Zone, 
we recommend that serious consideration be given to increasing the East Catch Cap Zone TACC by 
10 tonnes, due to this incremental spatial increase. 
Further, we propose that the North East Catch Cap Zone be increased (re-balanced) by 10 tonnes, 
supplied from the same amount redistributed to the wider TACC, following the recent East Coast cut 
of 10 tonnes. 

This will stabilise the current dangerous “race-to-fish” scenario and provide an extraordinary sense 
of confidence for the future for the North East and Eastern Catch Cap Zones, as well as an offset for 
both commercial and recreational fishers dealing with temporarily tougher size limit increases. 

(b) New Cape Pillar Line.
We understand that this is intended to be a size- limit barrier only, neither the ECCC nor the ECSRZ
line.
This will create some issues for the Tasman Peninsula home ported fleet, but we are reluctantly
accepting of this new line, given that the new East Coast size limits are unlikely to be achieved in an
acceptable period of time, due to the demonstrably colder waters, lower than Cape Pillar.
Further we understand that this new line will provide a more practical arrangement for recreational
fishers, which we are pleased to support, in a spirit of co-operation.



(c) Near Henty River Line.
This is an existing line, and we have no issues with it remaining.
It is on sand and, helpfully, dead on 42 degrees South.

Section 4. 
Tail marking recreational rock lobster. 
We will stand neutral on this, on the basis that, while we support any reasonable 
identification/labelling protocols, we do hold a concern that “Tail Clipping”, particularly in 
inexperienced hands, may not stand much scrutiny against contemporary animal welfare standards. 

Section 5. 
(a)Transiting rules between size limit zones.
On this matter, and similar matters, we take the view that the propensity to cheat against the rules
is likely to be more prevalent in a sector that has a fisher paying around $60 annually for the right to
catch rock lobster, as opposed to the sector that has fishers paying many thousands of dollars for
the same rights.

The potential loss of rights is disproportionate between sectors, so it must obviously be our case 
that, following the voluntary implementation of compulsory VMS for commercial fishers, the 
recreational sector needs to lose its loose interpretation of all reasonable rock lobster rules, treating 
them as being somehow, only advisory. 

Serious policing and compliance personnel attention to “casual” infringement of the relevant laws, 
sadly obvious to many commercial fishers, needs to become the new normal. 

(b) Utilisation of the Recreational App to complete and submit a gear-transiting report for
recreational fishers establishes the principle that self-reporting is a “honour-system”, a breach of
which attracts a serious penalty.

Section 6. 
Sharing of fish within a group. 
We acknowledge the need to tidy up a rule that is, in effect, is unable to be effectively policed. 

Section 7. 
Neutral/not sure. 

Section 8. 
Neutral/not sure 

Section 9. 
This has our strongest support. 
No meaningful discussions, or decisions on resource-sharing can take place without the 
implementation of this new standard of fishery management. 
The language around this proposal is a concern, however, as it seems to suggest that a reporting 
procedure and it’s supporting technology, needs to be fully developed. 
This stance represents a bureaucratic trap for us, with the risk being that it may take years to 
implement new technology. 



Considering the Department’s performance in fully developing a bespoke new commercial reporting 
digital logbook system, rather than simply acquiring a tried-and-true product from another 
jurisdiction, is a case in point. 
We cannot take the risk that this strong and necessary proposal may be walked back over the 
number of years that could well pass before a “really smart” App is created. 
It is our strong view that the current technology that was successfully trialled over the last year 
should simply become the standard reporting system, with its use being compulsory as of Nov 1st, 
2022. 
Over the following year, or years, further development of that App can continue in the background, 
or indeed, it could eventually be replaced with a new system. 
In the interim, in order to move forward with resource-sharing considerations, we just need 
believable data on the level of recreational catching, as well as all the locations at which those fish 
were caught. 

The current technology, while it may, in wide practice, reveal an issue or two, still represents a huge 
improvement over an ongoing total lack of any hard evidence of recreational catching. 

Section 10. 
Special recreational rock lobster licence. 
We strongly support this measure. 

Section 11. 
Presumption of take and possession. 
This is strongly supported. 

Section 12. 
Vessel Monitoring System. 
We support the rollout of VMS technology, which will prove beyond doubt that all TRLFA fishers are 
honest and accountable participants in our commercial fishery. 

The full commitment to this technology by the commercial sector sets the standard for all 
recreational fishers to be held to account for the fish they take, from the shared fishery. 

Section 13. 
We support this measure as a responsible interim measure. 
The time frame for the development of the new analytical tools should be progressed with some 
urgency, using the experience or technology from other, mature, jurisdictions. 

Section 14. 
Supported. 

Section 15. 
Supported. 

Section 16. 
The TRLFA strongly supports this structural efficiency measure. 
The proposed expansion of the 60-pot zone to the Northwest and Northeast delivers on a long-
standing official Association Policy of the TRLFA. 
This Policy process in the TRLFA is maintained with a view to allowing full debate on important 
matters, over a substantial period of time, to occur at two scheduled days every year, the May and 
November General Meetings. 



When a formal policy vote is eventually conducted, plenty of notice is given to ensure that all 
interested can arrange to attend to cast their vote or arrange a vote by proxy. 

The Policy in question was eventually formally established on the 25/10/2017, after a few prior 
discussions and proposals. 
The final vote was recorded as being 82 in favour and 60 against. 
Sixty members in opposition to the Policy is indeed substantial, but to have 82 members all vote for 
a modest increase in efficiency is worth noting. 
Just as important was a motion proposed at the May 2018 General Meeting “We propose a motion 
to revisit the move towards 60 pots all year round, all areas.” 
This then acted as an “appeal mechanism” against the previous substantive outcome. 
This motion obviously attracted another strong turnout of members as the result showed 100 voted 
“No” and 55 voted “yes”. 

The foregoing reveals that the numbers against the Policy remained static at 60 or less. 
If there was another vote today, we believe that similar numbers would prevail. 

It is therefore the position of the TRLFA that our formal Policy for 60 pots should prevail in 
considerations for extending the 60-pot zone to the whole Northern Zone. 

We acknowledge the concerns of the members who make up the group of smaller vessel owners, 
who feel that this Rule change will change the competitive balance between them and larger vessels. 
At the base of all alarmist views, they seem to express in explaining their opposition is the concern 
that they do not actually know what and how this new benefit to their “competitors” will change 
their fishing activity. 

What is also dismissed by them is any discussion over how many different ways they are provided 
with advantages over larger vessels. 
Larger vessels must fund a second crew member, a very substantial advantage to the smaller fleet. 
These deckhands are our future skippers. 
Larger vessels must be tied up and mothballed for 5 or 6 months of the year, after they have caught 
their maximum 20 tonnes. 
The East Coast Catch Cap area will remain at 50 pots. 
The removal of the length/tonnage rule some years ago gave the small boat fleet a huge bonus of 
10-20 pots extra for each vessel. At the time, the wider fleet welcomed the very large uplift for the 
smaller vessels, in the expectation that the mutual agreement would apply to a future efficiency 
uplift for the larger fleet. 

The inherent advantages, via many Rules designed to protect the small fleet, are very substantial. 
Opposition to a relatively modest, but very necessary, upgrade to efficiency for the balance of the 
fleet, cannot be considered as fair, if it is simply based on envy or on unsubstantiated claims of 
adverse effects. 

We call on the Department to maintain best practice in the consultation process on this important 
matter. Petitions and similar group expressions do not have the inherent discipline that personal, 
verifiable submissions do. 
We note with approval that the Principal Fishery Manager has attended some meetings of fishers 
opposed to this proposed Rule change and will no doubt have taken careful note of the concerns 
expressed, which she is entitled to take into consideration in forming recommendations to the 
Minister. 



We trust that it was observed that many of the opponents to this proposed rule rarely leave the East 
Coast Catch Cap Zone, so will likely never encounter a vessel with 60 pots onboard. 

Few vessels home-ported south of Bicheno would normally travel to the North-East, the South East 
is closer and, below Bruny Is, is not catch-capped. 
60 pot vessels will not be able to fish the South East as the proposed 60 pot line will be at South 
Cape, a point beyond which many of the smaller fleet do not carry insurance cover to fish. 
Given this reality, other than the St Helen’s based fleet, which regularly fishes the North East Catch 
Cap, most small vessels will only rarely see a 60-pot vessel on the water. 

On the subject of sheer numbers of submissions, we submit that we have concerns that some 
members who support these proposals may see no reason to have to submit a personal response, as 
the TRLFA will be doing it on their behalf, on the basis that it is formal Policy of the Association. 
We worry that they may believe that, as they attended the relevant meetings some years ago, 
successfully voted to make this a binding Policy, they don’t need to do it all over again. 

On the basis of feedback and attendance at various gatherings, the Board holds the view that the 
original 65/35 divide in the Membership is likely still the situation. 

It is instructive that opponents to this Proposed Rule change chose not to chance their arm with a 
Motion to remove the 60 Pot policy from the books, by having it debated and revisited at the recent 
General Meeting. We understand that it was closely considered but acknowledged the likely 
outcome would be another loss. 

The Board of the TRLFA wishes to see an end to this matter by the implementation of the majority 
will of the Membership of the Association. 

There will no doubt be robust opportunities for opponents to the proposals, in the normal 
democratic processes following the tabling of the new Rules in both Houses of Parliament. 

Section 17. 
Loading Tank Reports 

Support. 

Section 18  
Processors to separate loads in transport. 

Support. 

Section 19. 
Direct Sale changes to weighing and tags 

Support 



Section 20. 
Restrictions on setting pots at night 

Support 

Section 21. 
Marking of fish cauf buoys 

Support 

Section22. 
Ports of Landing and possession of RL 

Support 

Section 23. 
Personal Use fish reduction. 

Support. 
In all the circumstances of likely negotiations with the Recreational Sector, this is an expression of 
good will on our part. 

Section 24. 
Exclusion of supervisors from 200 quota unit threshold. 

Neutral. 

We support any change that seeks to address unintended consequences of particular rule. 

However, due to lack of clarity over what this proposal seeks to address, we are only able to provide 
limited approval at this stage. 
While we agree that the Rule could be amended to remove any such unintended consequences for 
some Supervisors in particular circumstances, we make the point strongly that such a correction 
must not deliver any circumstance where a supervisor is permitted to catch, or benefit from the 
catching of any rock lobster over the quantity of 20 tonne. 

We would be pleased to be consulted in the drafting of the new Rule. 

Section 25.  
Capacity to authorise new pot design. 

We support any facility that would tend to provide more efficiency into our fleet. 



Section 26. 
Capacity to carry over all commercial TACC in exceptional circumstances. 

Support. 

Section 27.  
Increased flexibility to return lobsters to the sea, in certain circumstances. 

Support 

Section 28 
Removal of Giant Crab Bycatch provisions 

Support. 

EAST COAST POLICY  

(The TRLFA will, in due course, make a separate formal submission on these matters) 

-Stock rebuilding and biomass targets
We would want to see a plan for rapid rebuilding to minimum 20% unfished biomass levels, with a
slower-curve plan to work towards and maintain 40% levels in due course.

-Effective systems for monitoring catch and effort and spatial data.
No comment at this stage, we would seek to explore options with IMAS.

-RL management objectives.
No comment at this stage.

Future Management scenarios 
(a) 50/50 sharing.
Under all the circumstances, given the likelihood that this may already be the case, this scenario can
be the starting point for serious discussions, exploring all the ramifications.
The East Coast commercial TACC has a bottom-line commerciality factor, with the reality that
anything under that creates a very damaging and destabilising race-to-fish scenario, something that
is assiduously avoided in all fisheries around the world.
Support the principle.

(b) this is a nonsense scenario, which will no doubt be strongly backed by unthinking recreational
fishers.
In reality this is a scenario of 100% recreational only, hiding behind a screen.
Strongly do not support.



(c) 79/21.

In reality, given that what we are likely to find out about the actual recreational catch, this scenario 
has probably passed us all by some time ago. 
However, if the truth reveals that the actual recreational catch is in fact in the 25-tonne range then  
the 79/21 outcome looks more realistic. 
It will all be revealed after recreational catch reporting is mandated, and the App is made 
immediately mandatory. In the absence of any hard data, we can only continue to support this 
scenario at this stage. 
Support. 

(d) Recreational First access preference.
Any genuine consideration of such a thing will drive us back to a hard 79/21 position.
This would ensure a wipe-out of our East Coast Commercial fleet.
Strongly do not support.

(e) Temporary closure of the Fishery to accelerate stock rebuilding.
Strongly do not support for the Commercial sector.
Our commercial East Coast rock lobster fleet generates around $5 million annually into the East
Coast regional economy, you cannot just switch that off.

Future Management Scenarios. 

A new 10-year East Coast Plan 

On top of the very necessary new size limit regime, a carefully crafted Translocation program, 
funded by both the recreational and commercial sectors and supported by Government, over a five-
year period, at a sizeable quantum of small deep southwest fish, into locations determined by IMAS, 
aimed at the most heavily fished areas will likely set up the restoration of the East Coast Stock 
Rebuilding Zone. 
This Translocation program could be intertwined with the sporadic continuation of the Statewide 
Translocation Program. 
After 4 or 5 years we expect that IMAS will have advanced the trials of an East Coast Puerulus 
Enhancement program to a point where the first release of a very small rock lobster can be 
considered with a view to winding down, and possibly out of, the Translocation program. 
The above scenarios will, in our view, have the potential to ensure that the next 10 years of 
commercial and recreational fishing on the East Coast, will be able to be maintained, at least at their 
current levels. 

In our view, the TRLFA, as the operators of the Translocation program, is in a position to provide the 
leadership required to have a successful next 10 year Plan for the East Coast. 
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TSIC Overview 

The Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council 
The Tasmanian Seafood Industry Council (TSIC) is the peak body representing the interests 

of wild catch fishers, marine farming businesses and seafood processing businesses in 

Tasmania. With respect to the wild catch sector, TSIC represents the interests of active 

fishers; that is individuals who hold a Fishing Licence Personal (FLP). A FLP is only required 

by people who catch fish and land fish from Tasmanian waters. 

TSIC Policy aims to support the interests and access rights of our fishers, marine farmers and 

seafood processors. Central to TSIC policy is to ensure the long-term sustainability of our 

marine resources; as well as three key overarching principles that Tasmanian seafood 

should deliver in the interests of the community who own the resource: 1) employment; 2) 

direct economic return to Tasmania, particularly in regional communities; and 3) provision 

of Tasmanian seafood to Tasmanian’s either directly from fishers or through retail, 

wholesale and food service outlets. 

With respect to the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery, TSIC stakeholders include people who 

are ‘skippers’ of the approximate 150 active rock lobster boats in the fleet. These skippers 

may be owner operators (people who own a rock lobster entitlement and some quota) or 

supervisors of a rock lobster entitlement. 

The Tasmanian rock lobster fishery – a quick environmental scan 
There are approximately 150 vessels in the rock lobster fishing fleet, all of which have their 

own unique business model. 

COVID-19 then market disruption with China has brought with it a significant reduction in 

the beach price and value of the Tasmanian rock lobster fishery. This has impacted fishers, 

processors and quota owners in different ways. Reductions in the East Coast Catch Cap, 

implementation of the NE Catch Cap and resource sharing discussions have added further 

pressure on the rock lobster fishing fleet, especially in the Eastern fishery. 

And there are ongoing changes and challenges related to a warming and changing marine 

environment, most notably the East Coast long spine urchin problem and fishers have 

increasingly reported difficulties in accessing quota at a reasonable lease price relative to 

the uncertainty and risks of fluctuating beach prices. 

With all these issues combined, many in the rock lobster fishery are simply struggling for 

survival. 

Rock lobster rule and policy changes 
When changes to rules and policy could impact future operations of a commercially 

operating business, it is human nature to fight for survival and recommend / support 

outcomes that maximise personal benefit (either survival or out surviving others). Several of 

the proposed rule changes will impact vessel operations and most likely impact the number 

of vessels in the fishery, most notably the 60 pot and size limit proposals. 

Central to TSIC’s overarching policy, evaluating any proposed rule change should take into 

account the sustainability of the resource and the potential social impact the decision may 
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have on employment, economic return to Tasmania and provision of seafood to 

Tasmanians. 

In noting that we need active fishers to be economically viable, if a proposed rule or policy 

change will have an adverse negative impact on fisher’s ability to continue to operate in the 

fishery, then the proposed change should be carefully considered, and if implemented, then 

the government must offer compensation and / or develop a structural adjustment package 

for the impacted fishers. 

The TSIC submission 
TSIC present this response to the proposed rule and policy changes for the Tasmanian rock 

lobster fishery in the interests of its members, the active rock lobster fishing fleet. TSIC will 

provide a response to each of the rule changes that impact the commercial rock lobster 

sector. Responses will be in order as presented in the Consultation Report. 

TSIC Member Consultation 

The TSIC Board unanimously supported offering our members the opportunity to contribute 

their views on the proposed rule changes and East Coast Policy. This opportunity was 

promoted in a TSIC Update Newsletter, which is distributed to TSIC members we have an 

email address for. 

Responses were only accepted from people who are active rock lobster fishers, that is 

people who: 

• Hold a Fishing Licence Personal; AND

• Are an owner of a Fishing Licence (Rock Lobster)) OR;

• Are a Supervisor of a Fishing Licence (Rock Lobster).

TSIC received 81 responses from fishers. Of the 81 responses from fishers, 36 can be 

categorised as owner operators (i.e., they own a Fishing Licence (Rock Lobster) and fish that 

licence) and 45 as rock lobster supervisors. 

This response represents just over 50% of the active fleet. 

Noting that TSIC also represents the processing sector, 3 rock lobster processors also 

provided their view on different rule changes. Furthermore, the Tasmanian Rock Lobster 

Processors Association (TRLPA) shared with TSIC their agreed response to the consultation 

process. These responses are also considered within this submission. 

The 60 pots and the size limit and size limit boundary changes quickly became the key 

proposals of interest. Fishers opposed to 60 pots quickly mobilised, lobbying others to send 

a response to TSIC. A small number of people provided feedback in support of 60 pots. 

TSIC does not know the view of the approximate 50% of the active rock lobster fishing fleet 

who did not respond to TSIC. These people may not have been aware of this opportunity 

(i.e., not on the TSIC email list or did not hear through a third party) or chose to not 

respond. 

This TSIC response will provide a balanced commentary from all sides of industry views in 

order to ensure that all voices in the debate are heard. 
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Tasmanian Rock Lobster Fishery 

Managing Stocks for the Future 

Proposed Rule and Policy Changes for Public Consultation 

May 2022 

Part 1. Background 

Statewide stock status 
The IMAS Assessment shows that the estimated ‘virgin biomass’ in Area 7 is 17%, down 

from 19% in 2019; while egg production remains exceptionally good at 39%.  

The consultation report identifies Area 7 as ‘no significant concerns’. 

Given the reduction in virgin biomass since 2019, many fishers voiced concerns about stocks 

in this very important part of the fishery.  

TSIC does not suggest any management action is needed; but strongly recommends we 

keep a very close watch on this region of the fishery.  

Part 2: Proposed rule changes 
Changes for all fishers 

Proposed regional size limits and boundaries 

Size Limits 

Fishers 

There were a diverse range of views on the proposed size limit changes, as detailed in Table 

1.  

Several fishers also suggested raising the female size limit to 110 in the Southern Zone. 

Processors 

Some processors suggest females should be 120 mm in the Eastern Zone, while others 

support the 115 mm size limit in the Eastern Zone.  

The Tasmanian Rock Lobster Processors Association did not support the increase in size limit 

for males, as proposed in the Northern and Eastern Zones, as this will remove access to B 

grade fish, which are vital for key export markets and keeping beach prices high.  

The TRLPA provided the following position: 

1. Delay any changes until external market forces support industry change, and or

2. Only raise the limit on females

3. Leave the size on males unchanged
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Table 1: Summary of size limits options presented by TSIC members. Note: not all submissions 

referenced size limits.  

Size Limit Options Region to apply No. supporting 

As proposed As proposed in Consultation Document 18 

Males 110 Females 120 Statewide 1 

Males 110 Females 115 As proposed in Consultation Document 9 

Males 110 Females 120 Males Statewide  

Females in North and East Zones 

1 

Males 115 Females 120 In North and East Zones 1 

Not support female support 

male 

As proposed in Consultation Document 1 

Do not change Not defined 6 

One size statewide Not defined 1 

110 both Male and Female Statewide 3 

Total 36 

TSIC – male size limit 

TSIC understands the importance of B grade fish to support rock lobster processor access in 

international markets, and to maintain as high a beach price as possible. These outcomes 

have flow on benefits for rock lobster fishers.  

At a recent TRLFA General Meeting, IMAS researchers confirmed there are no biological 

implications for retaining a 110mm size limit for males. Instead, the benefits of increasing 

the male size limit were defined as improved productivity.  

When determining the male size limit, the Government must balance market access and 

meeting market demand with improved productivity.  

TSIC – female size limit 

TSIC supports increasing the female size limit in the NE (120 mm) and Eastern Zone 

(proposal is 115mm). During discussions with East Coast fishers, there was some support for 

the female limit to increase to 120 mm in the Eastern Zone, as only a small portion of the 

East Coast commercial fishery was females (i.e. most fish taken during the female closure).  
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Boundary Limits 

There were a number of views on the proposed size limit boundary proposals as 

summarised in Table 2.  

It is important to note that those who suggested that the Northern / Eastern boundary 

move to St Helens Point actively fished in that region. These local fishers cited safety issues 

and ease of decision making out of St Helens (left to the NE Zone or right to the Eastern 

Zone).  

Table 2: Summary of size limits options presented by TSIC members. Note: not all submissions 

referenced size limits.  

Boundary Options No. supporting 

As proposed in consultation 

document  

10 

Line out of Storm Bay 

(southern / eastern zone) 

1 

St Helens Point (northern / 

eastern zone) 

7 

Not support zones (in 

general) 

15 

Recreational fishery changes 

TSIC commends the Government for proposing a new rule that will enable the future 

reporting of recreational catch, with the intention of activating the rule and implementing 

mandatory catch reporting once systems are developed.  

TSIC strongly recommends mandatory data collection for rock lobster be implemented for 

the 2022/23 recreational season to ensure the future sustainable management of the rock 

lobster resource.  

Commercial fishery changes 

Rules supporting regional size limits 

Vessel monitoring 

A small number of fishers were strongly opposed to the compulsory implementation of 

VMS. Key concerns revolved around battery drainage and VMS failure during a fishing trip or 

at the wharf and the potential compliance ramifications and inconvenience this may pose, 

especially if a fisher is out of the state or away from the vessel. 

TSIC understand that Departmental policy is to implement VMS. TSIC also understands the 

benefits of VMS for compliance and enforcement. With real time monitoring and data 
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transfer, many draconian compliance requirements must be reviewed and where possible, 

removed when VMS and real time data reporting are implemented.  

Commercial transit report 

A small number of responses said no to transit reporting. Majority of responses did not 

address transit reporting.  

TSIC understands the compliance and enforcement need for transit reporting. 

Once VMS is implemented within the fishery, it will be possible to automate when vessels 

approach a boundary through ‘VMS curtains’, meaning all other reporting will not be 

required.  

Definition of commercial transiting 

TSIC understands that from a compliance point of view there needs to be a clear and concise 

definition of commercial transiting.  

With respect to the 3-knot speed limit, TSIC suggests that common sense must prevail, as 

there are many examples where vessels are required to travel less than 3-knots or to stop 

completely whilst in transit due to mechanical issues or other needs. These scenarios must 

be considered.  

TSIC does not support the proposed requirement: 

• No rock lobster pots are to contain bait on the vessel while it is in transit to the

nominated fishing zone.

This requirement would pose a direct safety risk to the skipper and crew as it could stop the 

baiting of pots in calm or sheltered conditions while in transit to a nominated fishing zone 

and force the baiting of pots during dangerous sea conditions.  

It is important to remember that a baited rock lobster pot on the deck of a vessel cannot 

catch a lobster.  

Changing a previously nominated fishing area while at sea 

TSIC supports increased flexibility to change a nominated fishing area whilst at sea. 

Expanding the 60-pot area 

The expansion of the 60-pot area proposed rule change generated the most interest, 

opposition and conflict.  

TSIC Consultation responses 

It is important to reiterate that the TSIC call for members to respond to the proposed rule 

changes was not a comprehensive ballot of all members, and some members may not have 

been aware of this opportunity as we did not have their email address. 

Of the 81 responses received from active rock lobster fishers who were TSIC members: 

• 73 respondents opposed 60 pots (90% of respondents / 49% of the active fleet).

• 8 respondents supported 60 pots (10% of respondents / 5% of the active fleet).
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These results clearly show that those against 60 pots were passionate about their view, and 

communicated openly to TSIC, while there appeared to be less motivation amongst those 

supporting 60 pots to respond to TSIC.  

A member also voiced concern that some had only voted against 60 pots out of fear of the 

implementation of a catch cap in the NW region. This theory was not tested by TSIC. 

Regardless, 73 active fishers representing 49% of the active fishing fleet is an 

unprecedented response to such requests for feedback.  

Arguments against 60 pots 

While many respondents simply said ‘no’ to 60 pots, others provided comments to support 

their position. The following dot points summarise these personal comments: 

• We are trying to rebuild stocks, especially in the NW and NE, and we are going to

increase the number of pots and effort by 20%. The NE cap will trigger faster, leading

to more effort in the NW, which doesn’t have a cap. Just doesn’t make sense.

• Science does not show that the NW and NE can sustain more effort.

• Hard enough finding somewhere to set pots with 50 potters let alone 60 potters.

• We should be managing for good stocks not for personal financial interests.

• Will end up with catch cap in the NW then imagine the pressure on the west coast

with 25 + boats from the NW hitting the west.

• Was a cottage fishery on the [east coast] – a lifestyle and occupation. Now just a job.

• We need to slow down the race to fish to support local fishers

• Was 40 pots, then 50 pots now proposing 60, where will it end… just a few large

boats.

• 60 pots will push us small players out of the industry as they will need more quota to

catch more fish.

• Need to think about and support the lease fisher. Already hard to find quota, 60 pots

will make it harder and will affect families and communities.

• A number of East Coast fishers suggested 40 pots for the East Coast as a mechanism

to slow the race to fish.

Arguments for 60 pots 

Those who supported 60 pots provided the following personal comments: 

• With increased size limits will be slower catches for a few years, so need increased

efficiency (pots) to counter this.

• The 60 pot boundary should be the Red Rocks or St Helens Point size limit boundary.

• Need to maximise effort and catch when the beach price is good – so need 60 pots,

especially if a fisher is ‘share fishing’. Need to stop fishing when beach price is low.

• I own 60 pots so should be able to fish 60 pots.

• With high fuel prices and uncertain lease prices, we need to improved efficiency.

• It will get me home quicker, more time with families.

• 60 potters need crew, so good for succession planning, train crew to be skippers
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TSIC Summary of 60 pots 

The 60 pot discussion is very complex. Differing business models within the 150 vessel fleet, 

discussions around East Coast resource sharing arrangements, the cost of fuel, and 

increasing difficulty in accessing quota all complicating the discussion. 

Small and medium sized boats are in large against 60 pots for a number of reasons, notably 

sustainability of the resource and fear of being pushed out of the industry. Those for 60 pots 

argue they need improved efficiency to survive. 

Discussions with IMAS suggest that increasing the number of pots on boats, combined with 

improving stocks and potential restricted access on the East Coast, will result in a reduction 

in the number of vessels in the fleet. This will have considerable social impacts for those 

fishers who are displaced, their families and the communities they live in and support.  

60 pots, ability to access quota, East Coast resource sharing and other related issues are 

Government policy decisions based around the objectives of why and who we are managing 

the fishery.  

If we are managing for economic efficiency then 60 pots is reasonable; if we are managing 

to maximise employment and economic return in regional ports, then the decision is not so 

simple.  

Regardless of the 60 pot decision, it is the view of TSIC that many future discussions and 

decisions made by the Government will impact fishers, their business models and their 

future long-term viability in the industry.  

TSIC strongly recommends that if government policy has a significant impact on the future 

viability of any commercial seafood operator and their business operations, then the 

government must offer a robust structural adjustment package, with suitable 

compensation. This will allow fishers to make an educated decision about leaving the 

industry rather than ‘death by a thousand cuts’.  

Rule changes to improve quota monitoring 

There was limited to no member feedback on proposals in this section.  

Loading holding tank report 

TSIC understands the compliance risk and phone reporting requirement in this scenario. 

Processors to separate catches and mark with size limit region during transport 

The transit of lobsters from a vessel to a processing storage facility is a vital part of the chain 

of custody. It is also where lobsters are out of water, sometimes for an extended period of 

time.  

Processors have suggested that the proposed requirements do not meet the logistics of 

transporting lobsters.  

TSIC recommends that NRET, Marine Police and industry develop a mutual solution to this 

identified compliance issue.  
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Direct sale lobster weight and coloured tags for size limit zones 

TSIC supports this improved accountability of the quota system and traceability of rock 

lobster from different size zones.  

Setting pots at night 

TSIC supports the alignment of time restrictions in all zones of the fishery. 

Fish cauf buoys to be marked 

TSIC supports the need for the distinguishing mark of a fishing vessel to be displayed on a 

cauf.  

Ports of landing and possession of rock lobster 

TSIC supports this compliance and enforcement measure. 

Other commercial management changes 

Retaining rock lobster for personal use 

A small number of fishers called for the retention of 30 lobsters for personal use. Most 

fishers did not respond to this proposed rule change.  

Exclusion of supervisors from 200 quota unit threshold in certain circumstances 

There was fear that his proposed rule change could create a significant loophole that would 

allow a vessel and skipper to catch more than 200 units by simply adding a new entitlement 

to a boat with a deckhand as supervisor. Fishers wanted certainty that this loophole could 

not eventuate.  

TSIC believes that only a small number of supervisors would be impacted by the identified 

problem, and that the intent of this proposed rule change could be achieved through other 

instruments in the Act, such as exemptions.  

Capacity to authorise an alternative pot design 

TSIC supports ability to use alternative pot design and supports the proposal for relevant 

research to be conducted before any final approved pot designs are approved for 

commercial use.  

Capacity to carry over if TACC is under caught in exceptional circumstances 

The COVID outbreak in 2020 highlights the need for greater flexibility to carry over TACC in 

exceptional circumstances.  

Increased flexibility to return lobsters to sea 

The COVID outbreak in 2020 highlighted the need for greater flexibility to allowing the 

return of lobsters to sea in certain circumstances. It is important that all biosecurity 

implications are assessed prior to any approvals, including an inspection of the health and 

quality of lobsters to be returned.  
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Removal of giant crab bycatch provisions 

TSIC did not receive any advice on this proposed rule removal. 

Fish Cauf Unloading – another rule change proposal 

A long-standing practice in many approved ports of landing is to remove a fish cauf from its mooring 

site, tow it to a boat ramp or beach and unload the cauf.  

The requirement to specify the location of a fish cauf (latitude and longitude) has unintentionally 

made these long-standing practices to be against the rules.  

TSIC strongly recommends the rules be amended to allow the owner of a fish cauf to be able to 

move this fish cauf to an approved port of landing for the purpose of unloading rock lobster.  
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Part 3: East Coast Policy 
The development of a new East Coast Policy for rock lobster will be a long and complex 

process. As a recognised Fishing Body, TSIC will be engaged in this process into the future. 

As such, TSIC choses to keep its comments in this submission minimal.  

The East Coast commercial fishery 
Rock lobster stocks on Tasmania’s East Coast are in their best state for over 20 years, with 

the most recent CPUE data presented in May 2022 showing another significant jump in the 

kg catch of rock lobster per pot lift within all East Coast zones; while the statewide CPUE is 

at the best level since 1984. The commercial rock lobster fleet, NRE managers and IMAS 

must be commended for this rebuild.  

Majority of this rebuilding success on the East Coast is due to the heavy lifting of the 

commercial rock lobster sector, which has suffered significant reductions in total take from 

the East Coast Stock Rebuilding Zone and ongoing cuts to accommodate overcatch by the 

recreational sector.  

The commercial rock lobster fleet is an important contributor to East Coast communities. 

Fishers utilised many subsidiary businesses, including diesel mechanics, butchers, 

supermarkets amongst more; while their families provide other important functions, such as 

kids in schools, partners in jobs, and participation in local sports clubs.  

Our commercial rock lobster fleet is an important part of the social fabric of our East Coast 

communities.  

The further erosion of the commercial catch on Tasmania’s East Coast will significantly 

impact this social fabric. Jobs will be lost, families will be forced to move away, and the 

attraction of active fishing ports will be lost. If this happens, a significant component of the 

people and place that make the TASMANIAN Brand will be lost.  

Although the consultation report states that only 12% of the total commercial catch comes 

from the East Coast, these fish are strong, red fish with a high value and when mixed with 

other fish, greatly support the total value of the commercial rock lobster catch. 

For these reasons, it is vital that we maintain a viable commercial fleet on Tasmania’s East 

Coast. 

This can only be achieved by maintaining a viable commercial tonnage of rock lobster from 

the East Coast Stock Rebuilding Zone.  
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Achieving agreed targets 
It is important to note that the most recent CPUE data presented by IMAS in late May shows 

a significant increase in CPUE within the East Coast zones and the highest statewide CPUE 

since 1984. 

It is important to understand how this translates to biomass estimates, as this will define the 

magnitude of the problem we are trying to resolve, and how hard any future management 

levers may or may not need to be pulled.  

Perhaps we may just achieve the agreed targets before 2026 and the proposed 71 tonne 

drop is not required?  

TSIC Policy 
At this stage of the East Coast discussion, TSIC will not support a reduction in the tonnage 

allocation to the commercial sector.  

As discussions progress, maintaining an East Coast fishery and East Coast fleet is important 

for TSIC. Future management outcomes will dictate what this will look like.   

If management decisions negatively impact the future viability of rock lobster boats and 

their business structures, then a structural adjustment package with suitable compensation 

must be delivered.  
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Additional information regarding potential size limit changes requested by 
NRE Tasmania 

Preface 

This document considers the impact of additional size limit scenarios for the “Rock Lobster Proposed Rules and 
Policy Changes” as requested by the Department of Natural Resources and Environment (NRE) Tasmania. As such 
it is an addendum and assumes familiarity with previous work, in particular: 

• Department of Natural Resources and Environment Tasmania, March 2022 “Proposed Rules and Policy 
Changes for Public Consultation”, 42 pages, https://fishing.tas.gov.au/Documents/Rock-Lobster-
Information-Paper-2022.pdf

• IMAS 2022a, “Rebuilding Southern Rock Lobster populations on the Tasmanian East Coast.”, 6 pages, 
https://fishing.tas.gov.au/Documents/IMAS-East-Coast-Lobster-Summary-March-2022.pdf

• IMAS 2022b, “Information regarding the NRE Tas size limit proposal for the Tasmanian Rock lobster 
fishery”, 3 pages, https://fishing.tas.gov.au/Documents/IMAS-Size-Limit-Summary-March-2022.pdf

Executive Summary 

Key findings relating to the alternative proposed scenarios: 

• In assessment areas 2 and 3, a shift to a higher 120mm female size limit and retention of the current
110mm male size limit results in a similar decrease in CPUE to the currently proposed 115mm size limit
for both species

• Increasing the female size limit to 120mm on the East Coast does not provide biomass gains, however it
provides substantially higher egg production

• Increasing the male size limit in the North of the state results in decreased egg production

• Within the recreational sector, pot fishers are more susceptible to changes in MLS than divers, and the
proposed changes would have reduced pot catch by 34% under either scenario during the 2021-22
season, and resulted in a 25% (115 male and female scenario) and 28% (110 mm male and 120 mm
female scenario) increase in ‘new’ nil catch days (i.e. Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based
on proposed scenario)

https://fishing.tas.gov.au/Documents/Rock-Lobster-Information-Paper-2022.pdf
https://nre.tas.gov.au/Documents/Rock-Lobster-Information-Paper-2022.pdf
https://fishing.tas.gov.au/Documents/IMAS-East-Coast-Lobster-Summary-March-2022.pdf
https://fishing.tas.gov.au/Documents/IMAS-Size-Limit-Summary-March-2022.pdf
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Additional Scenarios 

The additional scenarios considered are: 

Scenario Name Description 

Current The current size limit scenario 

FxxxMyyy Female size limit changed to xxx and male size limit changed to yyy 

FxxxMyyy (Prop) or 

Proposed FxxxMyyy 

Scenario proposed by NRE 

FxxxMyyy (PropD) Scenario proposed by NRE with staged female size increases, 115mm in 2022 and 
where appropriate 120mm in 2024 
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Impact on commercial CPUE 

Size structure data was obtained from research pots to examine the proportion of rock lobster in each stock 
assessment area that are currently legal size which would no longer be legal sized with the proposed and alternative 
size limits. This is a similar approach to that in IMAS 2022b, but with newer data and alternative scenarios. 

For example, in stock assessment area 2 (Figure 1, top panel) based on the most recent year (2021) the proposed 
change would result in a 32% reduction in CPUE, whilst further increasing the female size limit to 120mm increases 
this reduction to 38%.  

Analyses are shown based on the most recent 2021 length-frequency data. This is the most representative of the 
current state of the stock, however given that it is a partial year (not all data entry has been finalised), the same 
analysis is also shown using 2020 data. The outcome of the analysis is consistent across these years. 

It is important to note that the data used for this is from pots with escape gaps meshed shut, hence they will retain 
a larger proportion of small lobsters than standard commercial pots. In turn this will result in the impact on CPUE 
being over-estimated.  

There is also insufficient data to standardise for depths, areas and seasons, consequently the impact on CPUE is an 
estimate of the impact given current commercial fishing practices. For the same reason it is not possible to use this 
approach to estimate the impact for depths, areas and seasons of greatest interest to recreational fishers. 
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Assessment Area 2 

Assessment Area 3 

Figure 1: The impact of different female and male size limits on CPUE in percentage reduction as calculated by the 

described methods. The reduction is calculated using both 2021 and 2020 size structure data. The more recent 2021 

data is more representative, however relates to a partial dataset hence both 2021 (left) and 2020 (right) are shown to 

given an indication of the stability of this estimate across years. Top: Assessment area 2, Bottom: Assessment area 

3.
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Assessment Area 4 

Assessment Area 5 

Figure 2: The impact of different female and male size limits on CPUE in percentage reduction as calculated by the 

described methods. The reduction is calculated using both 2021 and 2020 size structure data. The more recent 2021 

data is more representative, however relates to a partial dataset hence both 2021 (left) and 2020 (right) are shown to 

given an indication of the stability of this estimate across years. Top: Assessment area 4, Bottom: Assessment area 

5.
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Impact on recreational CPUE 

To estimate the potential change in recreational rock lobster catch (numbers), should changes to the minimum 
legal size (MLS) be applied, historical catch and length estimates from previous Tasmanian Recreational Rock 
Lobster and Abalone Surveys were used (i.e. Graba-Landry et al. In prep, Lyle et al. 2021, 2020, 2019). Noting that 
the length data provided from these surveys was obtained by the opportunistic measurement of rock lobsters by 
keen fishers in order to estimate recreational harvest (i.e. by converting length to weight), and as such this data is 
of coarse resolution, as it was not initially considered to be used for this current analysis (i.e. post-hoc application 
of different MLS scenarios on historical recreational catch and effort). Therefore, we may not fully understand the 
biases associated with this analysis.  

Analysis is based on diarist reported length data but only records for which all of the daily catch was measured 
(fishing events are daily based in previous surveys (i.e. valid events)).  This approach reduces the potential bias for 
those respondents who only measured part of their catch (there was also evidence of a bias towards reporting 
larger rock lobster in such instances).  Catches were then compared with survey weighted data for each valid 
fishing event to assess impact on retained catches using the size limits of the proposed scenarios (refer Table 
2).  Note, while catches reported in the table only represent that proportion events for which length data were 
available, they do demonstrate the relative/ hypothetical impact of an increase in size limit assuming no changes 
in fisher behaviour and size structure of the rock lobster stock.   

Pot fishers will see the greatest reduction in catch, the overall impact being a 34% reduction in recreational catch 
numbers for the east coast from the 2021–22 survey year. It is worth emphasizing that catch impacts based on 
numbers rather than weight are more relevant for the recreational sector since the fishery is managed via a bag 
limit.  While dive methods for harvest are less susceptible to changes in MLS (as divers can be more selective), pot 
fishing accounts for 57-93% of all effort on the east coast (Areas 1–4; 2021–22 survey year: Graba-Landry et al. In 
prep). Further, the reduction (%) in catch under proposed increase in MLS (under either scenario) increased from 
2019–20 to 2021–22, however this trend is not apparent when looking at the 2018–19 survey year (Table 2).  
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Table 2: Recreational rock lobster catch (numbers) and hypothetical impact on catch due an increase in size limits 
under the proposed changes to rock lobster minimum legal size limits in Areas 1–3 (Cape Pillar to Eddystone Point 
inclusive only), using previous length and catch data from previous rock lobster recreational surveys. 

Dive Pot Combined 

115 mm male/115 mm female scenario 
Year Current 

MLS 
Proposed 
MLS 

% 
Reduction 

Current 
MLS 

Proposed 
MLS 

% 
Reduction 

Current 
MLS 

Proposed 
MLS 

% 
Reduction 

n 

2021-
22 

4,865 4,252 13 12,972 8,501 34 17,838 12,753 29 245 

2020-
21 

1,672 1,672 0 13,613 10,128 26 15,285 11,799 23 201 

2019-
20 

3,429 3,149 8 6,749 5,354 21 10,178 8,503 16 190 

2018-
19 

5,563 4,650 16 11,014 7,374 33 16,577 12,024 27 287 

110 mm male/120 mm female scenario 

Year Current 
MLS 

Proposed 
MLS 

% 
Reduction 

Current 
MLS 

Proposed 
MLS 

% 
Reduction 

Current 
MLS 

Proposed 
MLS 

% 
Reduction 

n 

2021-
22 

4,865 4,298 12 12,972 8,579 34 17,838 12,877 28 245 

2020-
21 

1,672 1,364 18 13,613 9,767 28 15,285 11,131 27 201 

2019-
20 

3,429 3,134 9 6,749 4,977 8 10,178 8,111 20 190 

2018-
19 

5,563 4,561 18 11,014 7,322 34 16,577 11,883 28 287 

Impact on catch rates, a proxy for fisher satisfaction, was also assessed as the proportion of effort where at least 
one (current legal sized) rock was captured on a given day but none of which were within the proposed scenarios 
(i.e. either i) 115 mm or larger, or ii) larger than 110 mm males or 120 mm females: NB** analysis limited to valid 
data).  The greatest impact is on pot fishers, with 25% of previously “successful” pot days ( i.e. 1 plus RL) now 
resulting in no lobster over 115mm SL, and 28% of previously “successful” pot days resulting in no lobster over 
110 mm SL if male or 120 mm SL if female (refer Table 3).  By contrast, for divers only about 5-6% of their dives 
would have resulted in no RL under either scenario as divers are expected to be able to compensate for this by 
longer dives searching for larger rock lobster.  These figures need to be put into the context that already 45-50% 
of pot effort and about 20% of dive effort in the eastern region resulted in a nil catch in recent surveys (Graba-
Landry et al. in prep, but refer Fig 7, 2020-21 report; Lyle et al. 2021).  
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Table 3. Events resulting in catch and hypothetical ‘new nil catch days’ under scenarios of proposed changes to 
minimum legal size using length and catch data from previous rock lobster recreational surveys.  
**NB: the combined value is not the sum of dive and pot fishing, as these are unique fishing days (i.e. someone 
could go pot fishing and dive fishing and the days fished would equal one, not two). 

1. 115 mm male/115 mm female scenario

2021-22 Dive Pot Combined 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 2,678 9,223 11,670 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 123 2,291 2,414 

% “new” nil catches 5% 25% 21% 

2020-21 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 1,032 8,503 9,535 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 0 1,289 1,290 

% “new” nil catches 0% 15% 14% 

2019-20 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 2,310 4,781 7,091 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 141 964 870 

% “new” nil catches 6% 20% 12% 

2018-19 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 3,192 8,043 11,047 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 275 2,223 2,437 

% “new” nil catches 9% 28% 22% 

2. 110 mm male/120 mm female scenario

2021-22 Dive Pot Combined 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 2,678 9,224 11,670 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 163 2,563 2,726 

% “new” nil catches 6% 28% 23% 

2020-21 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 1,032 8,503 9,535 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 81 1,357 1,438 

% “new” nil catches 8% 16% 15% 

2019-20 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 2,310 4,781 7,091 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 115 714 1,104 

% “new” nil catches 7% 15% 16% 

2018-19 

Events with RL catch based on current MLS 3,192 8,043 11,047 

Events that would have resulted in Nil catch based on proposed scenario 180 2,231 2,350 

% “new” nil catches 6% 28% 21% 
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Projected impact on biomass rebuilding and egg production 

The most recent stock assessment model available at the time of analysis (the 2020/21 assessment model) was 
used to consider the impact of a range of size limit scenarios on the biomass and egg production rebuild 
trajectories. This is the same approach used as in IMAS 2022a but with an updated size limit scenarios.  

Key findings for assessment area 2 and 3: 

• All changes to size limits result in a similar biomass increase

• Increasing the female size limit results in higher levels of egg production (e.g. in Area 2, 49% in 2030 as
opposed to 42%)

Key findings for assessment area 4 and 5: 

• Increasing the male size limit results in reduced egg production due to the additional pressure on female
lobsters.

Additional considerations: 

• On the East coast the shift to a more male dominated catch will result in fewer large lobsters (as males
grow faster) which may negatively impact Centrostephanus predation

• The impact of the size limit changes on recreational catch has not been considered. A combined
recreational and commercial East Coast capped catch that will achieve the 2025 rebuild target was
chosen; irrespective of how this cap will be implemented.
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Area 2 

Figure 3: Biomass (top) and egg production (bottom) trajectories as a function of a range of size limit scenarios. 
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Area 3 

Figure 4: Biomass (top) and egg production (bottom) trajectories as a function of a range of size limit scenarios. 
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Area 4 

Figure 5: Biomass (top) and egg production (bottom) trajectories as a function of a range of size limit scenarios. 
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Area 5 

Figure 6: Biomass (top) and egg production (bottom) trajectories as a function of a range of size limit scenarios. 
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